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SUPPLEMENTARY INTRODUCTION 
Comes now Holli (the Appellant) to Supplement I Augment her Opening Brief 
filed in the underlying case pursuant to the grounds stated in Holli's opening brief and in 
Holli's separately filed Motion To Augment Her Brief filed with this court on June 5,2012. 
As set forth in Holli's motion to augment her Opening Brief, Oneida County 
sheriff officials caused Holli to be falsely imprisoned in jail on November 21, 2011, 
afterwhich these officials searched Holli's home again and seized holli's laptop computer 
and records for these vexatious litigant proceedings. In April of 2011 the felony criminal 
proceedings subject of two separate searches conducted on Holli's abode, terminated 
in Holli's favor. After favorable termination, the record shows Holli filed multiple motions 
for return of her paper and electronic properties. Oneida County officials destroyed the 
computer hard drives on two of Holli's main computers and only returned 1/12 of the 
massive paper records/case files they seized from Holli's home. 
On June 7, 2012, Magistrate Laggis entered a final order directing the 
Sheriff's office to turn over a copy of the video surveillance tape memorializing the 
conversations between Holli and the Sheriff's deputy during the deficient return of Holli's 
properties. Judge Laggis informed Holli that if the Sheriff did not return Holli's records 
and computers in tact that Holli's remedy was a civil suit, but that Holli must first 
mitigate against the spoliation of her records and computer hard drives by seeking other 
best evidence of these destroyed records and properties. Finally, Judge Laggis advised 
that if Holli could find no other best or secondary evidence, that Holli would be entitled 
to an evidence sanction of presumptiveness in any civil suit where the destroyed 
evidence came at issue. 
Having now retrieved paper copies of these other records, Holli now 
supplements her Opening Brief. This supplement brief will commence at page 21 as a 
continuation of Holli's opening brief and begin quoting footnotes at footnote 10. 
PREFACE 
Holli's Opening Brief / Writ Petition alleges that Judge NYE was disqualified 
without cause and for cause from conducting proceedings involving Holli because 
Judge Nye earned a substantial monetary interest as a partner of the Lawfirm of Merrill 
and Merrill, the latter who criminally obstructed justice in cases pending in Utah and 
Idaho and who largely contributed to the entry of a void vexatious litigant order against 
Holli in the Idaho federal court system in 2006. Holli argued that Judge Nye's October 
12, 2011 OSC to declare Holli vexatious was an effort to cover up the malfeasance of 
Judge Nye's former partnered lawfirm Merrill and Merrill before Judge Nye was 
advanced to the Idaho state bench in December of 2007. Holli asserted in her opening 
brief that Judge Nye had a pervasive bias against Holli, and further, that judge Nye 
was financially challenged because he earned a monetary interest off of the successful 
obstruction of Holli's former cases. 10 Accordingly, Judge Nye should not only have 
recused because Holli moved for disqualification without cause, but Judge Nye should 
have also recused because of actual bias against Holli. Nevertheless, Holli now 
continues her Verified Statement of Facts underlying Hollis charges of actual bias 
against Judge Nye. 
Holli's Opening Brief set forth the facts showing how the Utah Supreme Court 
Contempt Judgment was void ab initio because: (1) it was entered on mooted matter; 
(2) it was entered without notice to or an opportunity by Holli to oppose the civil 
10. Bias is a common law ground for judicial disqualification when the bias is of 
such character that it denies a party due process that reaches beyond mere error. See United 
States v. Grinnell Corp., 384 U.S. 563, 583 (1966); Kemp v. State, 846 S.W.2d 289, 305 (Tex. 
Crim. App. 1992) (Judicial decisions rendered under circumstances that suggest bias, prejudice 
or favoritism undermine the integrity of the courts, breed skepticism and mistrust, and thwart the 
very principles on which the judicial system is based.); Same in Sun Exploration and Prod. Co. 
v. Jackson, 783 S.W. 2d 202,206 (Tex. 1989); Marshall v. Marshall, 2007 -Ohio-3041 (Ohio App. 
DistA 0611412007) (pervasive bias shown where the record shows pervasive passion, 
prejudice, and disregard for the law by the judge.) Alexander v. Primerica Holdings, Inc., 10 F.3d 
155, 162 (3d Cir. 1993) (The public's confidence in the judiciary, may be irreparably harmed if a 
case is allowed to proceed before a Judge who appears to be tainted" against a certain party. ") 
(quoting In re Asbestos Litig., 977 F.2d 764, 776 (3d Cir. 1992)). See Davis v. Board of School 
Comm'rs of Mobile County, 517 F. 2d 1044, 1051 (CAS 1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 944 
(1976).)" 510 U.S. at 551 (A favorable or unfavorable predisposition can deserve to be 
characterized as 'bias' or 'prejudice' because, even though it springs from the facts adduced or 
the events occurring during the trial of the matter.); See People v. Rodgers, No. 226047 (Mich. 
App. 09/2112001) ( The trial court did not engage in mere error. The record reflects that the trial 
court (1) mischaracterized and ignored evidence presented at the hearing to defend and justify 
defendant's conduct; (2) disregarded the rule of law, and; (3) relied on facts not in evidence. For 
these reasons, we conclude that it is unlikely that this judge is capable of fairly and impartially 
proceeding with this case and we remand this case to a different judge. ) 
contempt proceeding; (3) it was entered in violation of the automatic stay of the 
bankruptcy code; (4) it was entered in violation of the bankruptcy removal statute 
because all matters concerning the NAR litigation had been removed to the bankruptcy 
court which thereby stripped all state courts of subject matter jurisdiction, and (5) it was 
entered and subscribed by a biased Utah Supreme Court justice. (See OB @ pages 15-
19. Also see motion to delete facts and substitute in new facts pertaining to the bias of 
Utah Judge Christine Durham filed electronically with the Idaho Supreme Court on June 
26,2012 and paper filed on June 28, 2012.). 
The Opening Brief also shows how the NAR litigants obtained a void attorneys 
fees judgment against Holli (see exhibit "24" attached to OB for void attorneys fees 
judgment): (1) in a state case which had been removed to the bankruptcy court more 
than one year prior to entry of the state attorneys fees judgment, (2) in violation of the 
automatic stay of the bankruptcy code, and; (3) without notice to Holli of the pendency 
of the March 2004 state contempt proceeding which resulted in the void NAR attorneys 
fees judgment. The Opening Brief identified how the NAR litigants filed the void Utah 
attorneys fees judgment in the Idaho federal court as a defense to Holli's subsequent 
Unlawful Debt Collection Practices Act claim against NAR, as a lien against Holli's Idaho 
properties and as a derogatory credit against Holli's credit report. 
Holli asserts that ADJ Nye was substantially advantaged by his lawfirm Merrill 
and Merrill's aiding and abetting the illegal enforcement of the void Utah Supreme Court 
civil contempt 1 injunction judgment in the state of Idaho and in procuring a void Idaho 
federal pre-filing injunction 1 contempt judgment against Holli in May of 2006 (as based 
on the void Utah Supreme Court civil contempt 1 injunction judgment.). In addition, ADJ 
Nye's lawfirm precluded Holli from appealing the Idaho contempt 1 injunction judgment 
in re USDC-Idaho case no. 2:05-CV-127 and the final judgment in re USDC-Idaho case 
no. 2:05-CV-460, by falsely accusing Holli of forging an Assignment document in re 
USDC-Idaho case no. 2:05-CV-460 which caused Holli to be pre-trial detained in the 
federal criminal system for a period of three years before Holli's federal criminal cases 
were dismissed as lacking in probable cause in 2009. 
Holli now continues her Statement Of Verified Facts presented in her Opening 
Brief and adopts the corrected facts presented in her Rule 30(a) motion filed 6/28/2012. 
CONTINUED STATEMENT OF VERIFIED FACTS 11 
22. In November of 2003, Holli moved in with her brother Kimball Lundahl 
out of Meridian Idaho. 
23. In February of 2005, Holli was in chapter 13 bankruptcy in two different 
states, Utah and California. Holli's chapter 13 bankruptcy plan in Utah was approved on 
June 11, 2003 and was being administered by Bankruptcy judge Judith Boulden in re 
case no. 03-21660. This bankruptcy case would close in March of 2006 after Holli's 
plan was fully administered. Holli's bankruptcy case in California, procured by a 
California based mortgage company12, was transferred to District Judge George 
Schiavelli as case no. 05-003809. In that bankruptcy case, District Judge George 
Schiavelli in February 2006 would adopt the finding of the Utah bankruptcy judge on 
June 11, 2003 that the note owned by Los Angeles Homeowner's Aid was void, 
unenforceable and therefore not allowed as a debt under Holli's Amended chapter 13 
bankruptcy plan filed in Hollis Utah Bankruptcy case on June 19,2003, and accordingly 
on February 22, 2006, the California District Court dismissed the California Bankruptcy 
case pursuant to 11 USC § 1 09( e) of the Code as moot. 13 This dismissal judgment did 
not become final until August 22, 2006 by operation of law under FRCP Rule 58. 
Accordingly, the automatic stay of the bankruptcy Code applied until August 22, 2006. 
24. In the interim, in May of 2005, Holli was offered a job as commercial 
developer for a chain of diet companies seeking to develop freeway frontage offices. 
Holli was promised a 25% net investment income for each commercial office Holli 
developed for this chain. The contract also provided that Holli could acquire a 100% 
11. Hollis Verified Statement of Facts in her Opening Brief I Writ ended with 
paragraph 21. Thus the continuation of Verified Statement of Facts in this Supplemental 
Opening Brief will begin at paragraph 22. 
12. See 11 U.S.C. § 521 (a)(1 )(B) (2006). The debtor's estate includes "all legal or 
equitable interests of the debtor in property," "wherever located and by whomever held." Id § 
541 (a)(1). Any creditor may initiate a bankruptcy petition against a debtor in a venue where the 
asset lies. Chartschlaa v. Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., 538 F.3d 116, 122 (2d Cir. 2008); 
In re Coastal Plains, Inc., 179 F.3d 197,207-08 (5th Cir. 1999); Rosenshein v.Kleban, 918 F 
Supp.98, 102 (SD.N y. 1996),' Pako Corp. v. Citytrust, 109 B.R. 368, 372(0. Minn. 1989). 
13. Title 11 USC § 109(e) of the Code requires the chapter 13 bankruptcy debtor to 
owe a bonified debt to obtain standing as a debtor under the Code. 
ownership interest in one of the stores that Holli developed without violating a compete 
clause with this Diet chain headquartered out of Nevada. 14 
25. During the same month of May 2005, Holli and two friends acquired 
a lease interest with an option to buy - a farmhouse and farm / ranch property located 
at 10621 S. Old Hwy 191, Malad, Idaho. Holli and the other two lessees moved 
to the Idaho Farm / ranch in June of 2005. One month later in July of 2005, Holli 
and the other two lessees of the Idaho Farm property exercised their "option to buy" 
under the lease, and purchased the Idaho farm/ranch. The mortgage lender on the 
property reported the debt as a revolving debt on Hollis credit report. 
26. After NAR Inc. (aka "National Asset Recovery Services Inc.") 
obtained the aforestated void March 17, 2004 attorneys fees judgment against 
Holli, NAR Inc reported this void judgment against Hollis credit report in March of 2005 
- having access to Holli's credit report as a judgment creditor and as a vendee to the 
top three credit reporting agencies. NAR Inc would continue to monitor Holli's credit 
report given her vendee status. Sometime in September of 2005, NAR Inc. would 
learn of the mortgage account reported on Holli's credit report and in December of 
2005, NAR Inc. would file a lien against the Idaho farm/ ranch property identified as 
Holli's residence. 
27. Holli learned that NAR Inc. had recorded a void and fraudulent 
judgment against Holli's credit report on or about March 25, 2005. Holli obtained a 
copy of that judgment which is attached to the 08 as exhibit "24". Holli also then 
learned of efforts to enforce the void Utah Supreme Court civil contempt judgment 
entered ex parte against Holli - as referenced on page two of the NAR judgment. 
28. In April of 2005, Holli brought an Unlawful Debt Collection Practices 
Act Case against NAR Inc in the Idaho Federal Courts as case no. 05-CV-127. Holli 
also sued Utah Justice Christine Durham in her administrative capacity as head of the 
administrative offices of the Utah courts under Ex parte Young, seeking a declaratory 
14. In August of 2005, Holli would seek to purchase a freeway property in Orem 
Utah as her 100% investment owned venture. The Sellers were the Ladd and Barry Brown. 
First American Title Insurance Co. would handle the escrow and insure title for the transaction. 
judgment that the April 13, 2003 Utah Supreme Court civil contempt judgment authored 
by Justice Christine Durham was void as a matter of law, and further, violated the still 
active automatic stay of the bankruptcy code as applied to Holli's chapter 13 estate 
"causes of action". 15 
29. In the meantime in mid August of 2005, Holli entered into an Interstate 
Land Sales Contract with Barry and Ladd Brown to purchase their undeveloped land lot 
in Orem Utah and build on this property. When the transaction was opened, Holli 
acquired title insurance on the transaction through First American Title Insurance 
company's Idaho affiliate First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. (See exhibit "26" 
attached for First American's "pre - title report disclaimers".). When the parties 
sought to have First American Title Insurance Company also handle the escrow, the 
Idaho affiliate transferred the case to the Orem Utah office closest to the property. 
Initially Holli was going to buyout the lender on this unimproved lot - until 
the Brown's committed sufficient fraud leading to a modification of the purchase contract 
which: (1) required an assignment of the note on the property to Holli, (2) prevented 
the Browns from withdrawing from the contract after the modification, and (3) provided 
for a forum clause that any breaches of the transaction be prosecuted in the forum of the 
15. "The stay applies to all attempts to obtain control over causes of action that are 
property of a bankruptcy estate." 3 Collier on Bankruptcy ~ 362.03[5], at 362-20, 21 (Lawrence P. 
King ed., 15th ed. 1997). See Young v. Repine, No. 06-20807. July 22, 2008 (5th Cir. 2008) 
(The legal conclusions applied were: "Civil contempt proceedings are conducted to exact usually 
a monetary penalty against the alleged contemnor. The monetary penalties reduce the value of 
estate assets in the bankruptcy estate and are construed as an attempt to obtain control over 
causes of action that are property of the bankruptcy's estate. As such, any non-bankruptcy court 
contempt proceeding which seeks to create a debt against the debtor or to diminish the value of 
estate assets, is strictly prohibited by the automatic stay of the bankruptcy code." In re Chaparro 
Martinez, 293 B.R. 387 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. 2003); Foster v. Heitkemp, 670 F.2d 478 (5th Cir. 1982) 
(The automatic stay provision remains in effect as concerns all acts attempting to gain control 
over property of an estate. Any action endeavoring to obtain control over property of an estate is 
void.). Thus, H[a]ny action in which the judgment may diminish" an asset of the bankruptcy 
estate "is unquestionably subject to a stay under this subsection." Concurring with decisions 
made in A.H. Robins, 788 F.2d at 1001 (citing In re Johns Manville Corp., 33 B.R. 254, 261 
(Bankr. S.D.N.Y. 1983)) ; In re Gruntz, 202 F.3d 1074, 1082 (9th Cir. 2002) ; And In re Atkins, 
176 BR 998, 1006 (Bankr. D. Minn. 1994). The automatic stay as applied to a bankruptcy estate 
does not terminate until a final order has been issued by a judge sitting in his bankruptcy 
jurisdiction, dismissing the bankruptcy case. 
buyer's residence identified as Malad, Idaho. The note attaching to the undeveloped lot, 
on it's face provided for an assignment and did not include a "due on sale clause". 
With these terms in tow, Holli borrowed loan funds from her new employer to: (1) pay 
down $15,000 towards the purchase price of the property, (2) Holli paid an excavator 
referred to Holli by the Browns, an additional $15,000 to excavate the lot and install 
new utilities infrastructure, (3) Holli authorized release of funds from the $15,000 down 
payment in escrow - to go to Orem City to pay fees for the lot subdivision, utilities hook 
ups into the city's main lines and other fees associated with improving the lot under the 
Interstate Land Sales Practices Act, and (4) Barry Brown and Holli executed an 
Assignment of the Note which they both personally tendered to American Title's escrow 
officer Jeff Barnes, the latter who then took custody of the Assignment contract, and in 
front of Holli and Barry Brown, twice contacted the bank holding the note to notify the 
bank of the assignment which bore no "due on sale" clause. Illegally, the bank without 
contractual or other lawful authority rejected the assignment and refused to release the 
Browns of liability on the debt. The Browns subsequently (behind Holli's back) sent an 
ex parte communication to First American Title Officer Jeffrey Barnes to default the 
transaction and to turn over the trust funds in escrow to the Browns on the basis that 
transfer in the title of the note had been frustrated by the bank and therefore the Browns 
were not required to transfer title in the property to Holli (after Holli spent more than 
$30,000 in improving the undeveloped lot.). The Browns asserted entitlement to the 
remainder escrow funds as expectation damages. 
29. Holli subsequently sued the Browns for fraud, bad faith breach and 
specific enforcement; Holli sued the bank for unlawful and tortious interference with 
a sales contract, and Holli sued First American Title Insurance Company and their agent 
Jeffrey Barnes for constructive trust and specific performance in their capacities as the 
escrow agents. Holli brought her case in the federal court of the state of Idaho 
pursuant to the terms of the forum clause in the Assignment contract signed by Barry 
Brown and HollL 
30. Holli now individually sets for the relevant case histories in the Idaho 
federal cases which involved obstruction of justice by the Idaho lawfirm of Merrill and 
Merrill while ADJ Nye was a participating attorney and the lawfirm of Craig Christensen. 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE LITIGATION IN THE IDAHO 
FEDERAL COURT AS USDC - IDAHO CASE NO. 05-CV- 460 
31. As aforestated, Holli first sued the Browns and the Bank in the Sixth 
judicial district court for the county of Oneida for injunctive and declaratory relief. When 
the Browns appeared through an Idaho attorney for a status conference in the state 
action, their attorney made the argument that the Browns had no desire to sell their 
property (which had now been converted to a commercial lot by Holli's actions and with 
Holli's money.). Holli argued that the Browns entered into valid contracts which 
provided they could not rescind the sale once Holli had placed investment funds into the 
property. The state judge wanted to see the original contracts. Holli informed the state 
judge that all original contracts were in custody of First American Title Insurance 
Company and their escrow agent Jeffrey Barnes in Orem, Utah. The state judge then 
directed Holli to secure the original contracts from First American Title or the state judge 
would dismiss Holli's state action without prejudice as prematurely filed. 
32. Holli subpoened First American's escrow agent Jeffrey Barnes, directing 
this officer to return the original contracts to Holli and to answer deposition questions by 
mail. This agent subsequently objected to Holli's subpoena because of ongoing litigation 
that could involve First American. In lieu of delivering the original land sales documents 
to Holli, Jeffrey Barnes fax filed an affidavit to Holli and the Oneida County court which 
averred the following facts responsive to Holli's deposition questions: (1) that First 
American Title Insurance Company was handling the escrow for the land sales 
contracts between Holli and the Browns with Barry Brown acting as attorney in fact for 
both himself and Ladd Brown; (2) that Barry Brown and Holli both appeared together 
several times at the offices of First American Title Insurance Company and personally 
delivered to Jeffrey Barnes: (a) the land sales contract, (b) instructions for release of 
funds from escrow for subdivision fees, zoning change fees and infrastructure fees, and 
(c) the Assignment of Note and Trust Deed document; and (3) that the transaction 
failed because the bank would not approve the assignment of the note and trust deed 
from the Browns to Holli on the alleged basis that the note did not provide for such an 
assignment. Jeffrey Barnes attached to his affidavit, the Assignment document and the 
bank's response to a payoff request from First American Title Insurance Company. At 
a subsequent hearing, the state judge read the affidavit of Jeff Barnes, did not agree 
that the original documents could not be turned over to his court, and dismissed the 
state action without prejudice because Holli had failed to provide the original documents 
at issue before the court. 
33. Holli subsequently filed a federal RICO and Interstate Land Sales 
Practices Act case against First American Title Insurance Company, their agent Jeffrey 
Barnes, the Browns and Beehive Bank in the Idaho federal Court in November of 2005 
as case no. 2005-CV-460. As aforestated, Holli sued the Browns for fraud, bad 
faith breach and specific enforcement; Beehive Credit Union for unlawful and tortious 
interference with a sales contract, and First American Title Insurance Company and 
their agent Jeffrey Barnes for constructive trust and specific performance in their 
capacities as the escrow agents in the transaction. Holli attached to her federal 
complaint, the Assignment document provided by First American Title Insurance officer 
Jeffrey Barnes as attached to his affidavit filed in the Oneida County, Idaho state Court. 
34. The Browns appeared in December of 2005 through the law offices of 
Merrill and Merrill. 16 The Browns were counseled by the Merrill and Merrill lawfirm to 
accuse Holli of forging the Assignment document to: (a) avoid jurisdiction in the state of 
Idaho, (b) avoid the transaction which Holli had made 10 times more valuable by 
significantly increasing the value of the property through the installation of infrastructure 
and by changing the zoning designation to commercial, and (c) become unjustly 
enriched from the transaction through fraud. Accordingly, Barry Brown accused Holli of 
forging his name to the Assignment of the Note and Trust Deed dated August 15, 2005. 
35. On January 3, 2006 as PACER document no. 26, First American Title 
Insurance Company's agent Jeffrey Barnes filed an affidavit with the federal court 
attaching the affidavit Jeffrey Barnes filed with the state court and which had attached 
thereto the Assignment document and the bank's response. Attached hereto as exhibit 
"27" is page 1 of the federal affidavit filed by Jeffrey Barnes in re USDC-Idaho case no. 
2:05-CV-460 with attached thereto Barnes' affidavit filed in the Idaho state court. The 
16. Administrative Law Judge Nye was then a practicing attorney and partner of the 
lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill. ADJ Nye was not advanced to the state bench until 2 years later in 
December of 2007. ADJ Nye accordingly acquired a financial interest from the obstruction of 
the federal and state cases at hand. 
first page of Barnes' federal affidavit references as Barnes' exhibit "1 ", the affidavit 
Barnes filed in the Oneida County, Idaho district court. Holli directs this court's attention 
to PACER document no 26, page 6 of 12, paragraph 8 in exhibit "27" attached, 
wherein First American Title Insurance Company's agent Jeffrey Barnes attests that 
Barry Brown tendered a "signed" Assignment of the Note And Trust Deed to Jeffrey 
Barnes personally with instructions to obtain a payoff balance for the note against the 
property so that Holli could assume the debt. Barnes' further attested that both Barry 
Brown and Holli represented that the escrow would close upon Orem city approving the 
plot map, Orem City subdiving the lot and Beehive transferring the Note and Trust Deed 
to Holli pursuant to the Assignment. Barnes' attestations directly controverted the 
recently fabricated attestations made by Barry Brown as counseled by the lawfirm of 
Merrill and Merrill. 
36. Holli timely opposed Barry Brown's affidavit which included the forgery 
allegation re the Assignment document for the purpose of defeating the forum clause 
contained in the Assignment, by pointing to the Affidavit of Jeffrey Barnes filed on 
January 3, 2006 and whom validated the competency of the Assignment document 
through attested averments describing Barry Brown's actions of personally submitting 
the Assignment document to Barnes' on August 15, 2005 and Barry Brown's directed 
instructions that Barnes' act on the Assignment document through Barnes' 
communications with Beehive Credit Union. The federal judge however would ignore 
the Barnes affidavit based on later ex parte communications coming from the law offices 
of Merrill and Merrill and which falsely asserted there was no house on the farm property 
upon which Holli claimed she resided, and therefore the residency claim in the 
Assignment document was false and constituted interstate perjury. 
37. To boost the jurisdictional perjury charge made by Merrill and Merrill 
during these ex parte communications with the federal judge, this lawfirm and the 
attorneys vested with the firm, conspired with Oneida County, Idaho revenue officials to 
conceal documents that would show that a home existed at Hollis residence. 17 
17. These "residency" lies and others by : Oneida County revenue and executive 
officials, the Law Offices of Merrill and Merrill, the law offices of Craig Christensen and their 
respective attorneys and clients, would later result in a federal perjury charge being advanced 
38. While the Browns' motion to dismiss was pending consideration by the 
federal court, on February 3, 2006 First American Title Insurance Company made a 
general appearance in the federal action as PACER docket no. 38. See exhibit "28" 
attached hereto. On March 8, 2006, Jeffrey Barnes made a general appearance in the 
federal case as PACER docket no. SO. See exhibit "29" attached hereto. 
39. The law offices of Merrill and Merrill would then advise the attorneys 
representing the NAR litigants in USDC-Idaho case no. OS-CV-127 of Holli's alleged 
jurisdictional residency fraud - to defeat personal jurisdiction in that case as well. 
40. On April 7, 2006, Holli's Idaho federal cases would be assigned to 
another federal judge sitting by designation; because of Federal Judge Lynn Winmill's 
close friendship with attorneys of the Pocatello Idaho law offices of Merrill and Merrill and 
Craig Christensen. The newly designated federal judge would violate the "standing 
rules" under the Federal and Idaho Constitutions and allow non-parties to interfere with 
the NAR litigation (USDC- Idaho case no. OS-CV-127) through submission of false 
contempt petitions against Holli on matters unrelated to the NAR litigation. 18 In 
addition, the federal judge would own upwards of $98S,000 in stock interests in the 
complaining witnessesl companies that this judge unconstitionally allowed to interfere in 
the NAR litigation; all in violation of 28 USC section 4SS(b). 
41. On May 8, 2006, the law offices of Merrill and Merrill through attorney 
Kent Higgins would knowingly suborn the perjury of Merrill and Merrill's client Barry 
against Holli in re USDC-UTAH case no. 2:07-CV-272. See exhibit "42" attached hereto for FBI 
report supporting this criminal charge. After Holli spent 2 years in the federal criminal system as 
a pre-trial detainee after unconstitutionally being denied bail, this charge would be effectively 
dismissed with prejudice, when the US attorneys office ultimately concluded that the 
jurisdictional perjury charge lacked probable cause. 
18. Specifically, the vexatious litigant rule is intended to bar a party litigant from 
bringing the same repetitive claims upon matters for which that party fully and fairly previously 
litigated in another forum and lost on the merits. (This does not include matter wherein a 
judgment was fraudulently or invalidly obtained under Rule 60(b)(4) or (6)). Since Holli had 
never previously sued the NAR litigants for unlawful debt collection practices as related to the 
March 17, 2004 void attorneys fees judgment imposed against Holli's credit report and the 
unlawful recording of a lien in the state of Idaho against Hollis properties, and Holli had never 
previously sued Judge Christine Durham under Ex Parte Young for a declaration that the civil 
contempt jUdgment, which included a vexatios litigant injunction, was void as a matter of state 
and federal law; there was no way the NAR litigants could validly argue contempt against Holli 
for bringing a case in the Idaho federal court system where in fact Holli resided, given vexatious 
litigant injunctions are in personam judgments that follow the person subject of that injunction. 
Brown by filing an affidavit in the Idaho federal NAR litigation which re-asserted that Holli 
had forged Barry Brown's signature on the Assignment of Note and Trust Deed 
(tendered personally to escrow First American agent Jeffrey Barnes by Barry Brown.). 
Attached hereto as exhibit "30" is a copy of Higgins affidavit. 19 Other attorneys also 
filed affidavits making various criminal charges against Holli, mostly centered around 
allegations of jurisdictional fraud. The Judge scheduled a hearing within 3 days of the 
last verified petition being filed on May 12, 2006 and gave Holli faxed notice of that 
hearing at Holli's 800 number: 877-670-5872, to be conducted on May 15, 2006. 
42. Holli appeared at the hearing and moved for disqualification of the 
federal judge based on the judge's financial interests in the non - party complaining 
witnesses companies who had filed various contempt petitions against Holli. 20 Holli 
also argued that all of the complaining witnesses lacked standing to interfere with Holli's 
NAR litigation because they were not parties to this litigation. (See Holli's facts and 
footnotes under "NAR LITIGATION" commencing @ pg 38 infra for Holli's legal argument 
why the federal judge lacked jurisdiction to address the contempt petitions and affidavits 
submitted into the NAR litigation by non-parties.). Finally, all non-parties invalidly 
interfering with the NAR litigation all cited to the Utah Supreme Court civil contempt 
judgment as the basis for entering an Idaho contempt injunction against Holli. 21 
43. As previously stated, the same judge sitting by designation on the NAR 
19. Kent Higgins would also cite to 10th circuit rulings which denied Holli IFP access 
to the 10th circuit court to address jurisdictional matters raised during Holli's bankruptcy case. A 
consideration of those rulings would reflect that the 10th circuit found Holli's appeals non-
jurisdictional and therefore frivolous given the adversary proceedings were dismissed without 
prejudice in the bankruptcy court which allowed Holli to refile those dismissed cases in a state 
court under 18 USC section 1367, the federal supplemental jurisdiction rule. 
20. Not one defendant actually named in the complaint and served with process, 
filed a contempt petition against Holli. The OSC was issued on April 7, 2006. A review of 
exhibit "44" attached will confirm that only non-party contempt petitions were thereafter filed. 
21. Aside from the jurisdictional defects with the Utah Supreme Court civil 
contempt judgment as detailed on pgs 14-19 of Holli's 08 submitted to this court on April 30, 
2012, the Utah Supreme Court civil contempt judgment also suffered from other jurisdictional 
defects. First, Justice Christine Durham directed the trial court to enter an attorney's fees 
judgment and double costs against Holli for filing an allegedly frivolous petition before Supreme 
Court Justice Durham's court. A review of Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure, Rule 38 and 
case law thereunder only allows "the appellate court" to enter such contempt sanctions against 
a party to a proceeding before their court. It violated due process to remand the issue of 
attorneys fees and costs incurred in an appellate proceeding to a trial court for disposition. 
case, also sat by designation on Holli's case against the Browns, First American Title 
Insurance and Beehive credit union (federal case no. 05-CV-460), and this federal judge 
received ex parte communications from the Pocatello law offices of Merrill and Merrill 
that Holli had committed jurisdictional perjury in her federal case against the Browns, 
because Holli's Assignment document with Barry Brown asserted that Holli resided at a 
home in Malad Idaho, and the Oneida County Assessor denied there was a home on 
Holli's Malad, Idaho property. Refer back to exhibit "42" attached for party admission. 22 
44. Based on these ex parte communications to Judge Tallman about 
Holli's alleged residency fraud, First American Title Insurance Company and Jeffrey 
Barnes (after they filed general appearances in the Idaho federal action), subsequently 
filed motions to dismiss the Idaho federal case against them for lack of personal 
jurisdiction. In support of this unauthorized motion, on March 10, 2006, a Monine 
Cole filed a perjured affidavit claiming in paragraphs 17 and 25 of her affidavit that there 
was no legal entity known as First American Title Insurance Company, and further, that 
there was no relationship between First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. and First 
American Title Insurance Company. These false statements by Vice President Monine 
Cole were established to be perjured by exhibits "26", "27", "28"and "29" attached hereto. 
45. On April 3, 2006, Holli obtained 2 notaries by a Leah Hunt of Malad 
Idaho on 2 declarations Holli had prepared, each responsive to Beehive's and First 
American Title Insurance Compan's motions to dismiss. Holli's declaration opposing 
First American's unauthorized motion to dismiss, first asserted that First American's 
motion to dismiss was improper because First American had already made a general 
appearance in the action two months earlier on February 3, 2006. See exhibit "28" 
22. Judge Tallman would outright dismiss with prejudice all of Holli's cases for lack 
of personal jurisdiction based on these ex parte communications from Merrill and Merrill alleging 
jurisdictional fraud against Holli. After these final judgments were entered, Judge Tallman 
directed the Oneida County Sheriffs office and the FBI to initiate criminal investigations and 
prosecutions against Holli for jurisdictional perjury/ fraud. In December of 2006, Oneida County 
Sheriff deputy Schwartz, after Holli had been arrested and extradicted on Eli Lilly's false 
bankruptcy fraud charges and Barry Brown's false forgery charge in re US DC-Utah case no. 
2:06-CR-693, would finally go to Holli's property at 10621 South Old Hwy 191, Malad City Idaho 
83252 and admit that there was a house and barn on the property, but fabricate another 
falsehood against Holli by asserting that there was no power to the property in order to protect 
county employees and the Idaho attorneys who had caused Holli to be maliciously prosecuted. 
See exhibit "42" attached hereto for this FBI report by Oneida County detective Schwartz. 
attached hereto. In addition, Holli also asserted that Monine Cole had clearly 
committed perjury in her affidavit in paragraphs 17 and 25 (relevant part of the Cole's 
affidavit is attached hereto as exhibit "31") when Monine Cole attested that First 
American Title Insurance Company was not a legal entity nor did Cole's company First 
American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. have any agency relationship with First 
American Title Insurance Company (a claimed non legal entity) and the party 
defendant named in Holli's complaint; sufficient to allow service of process to be 
effected upon the acting manager at First American Title Company of Idaho's offices on 
November 10, 2005. 
Holli' s April 3, 2006 declaration provided the following public records to show 
Cole's perjury. Attached hereto as exhibit "32" is the registered agent record on file with 
the IDAHO SOS for First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. as it existed in 
December of 2005. This record showed that the Board of Directors for First American 
Title Company of Idaho, Inc were Dwain Stufflebeam, Parker Kennedy and Tom 
Hartman. Attached hereto as exhibit "33" is First American Corporation's biography 
publication on the Director and CEO of First American Corporation and it's constituent 
entity First American Title Insurance Company, Parker Kennedy. Attached hereto as 
exhibit "34" is First American's publication on Thomas Hartman showing this person to 
be the regional vice president of First American Title Insurance Company's Pacific 
Northwest operations which include the state of Idaho. Attached hereto as exhibit "35" 
is the merged license verifications for First American Title Insurance Company in the 
State of Idaho and Utah. In the state of Idaho, First American Title Insurance Company 
bore the license number of 899 through the Idaho Dept. of Insurance since 1969. In 
Utah, First American Title Insurance Company bore the license number of 608032-0143 
through the Secretary of State in Utah since 1969. Attached hereto as exhibit "36" 
was the services details provided by First American Corporation on their website and 
showing that First American Corporation provides: (1) Banking and Investment 
management services; (2) Insurance and Home Warranty Services; (3) International 
Services; and (3) Title Insurance and Services. Attached hereto as exhibit "37" is First 
American's contact information printed on their website and showing their corporate 
address as 1 First American Way, Santa Ana, California 92707. A reference back to 
exhibit "35" attached, the Utah and Idaho license verifications for First American Title 
Insurance Company show that 1 First American Way, Santa Ana, California 92707 is 
the listed address for First American Title Insurance Company. At the same time, Holli 
also attached to her April 3, 2006 declaration against Beehive, the VHS service 
videotape showing personal service upon Cole's offices where the agent of service for 
First American Title Insurance Company, Phil DeAngeli was also located. Attached 
hereto as exhibit "38" is the PACER index for document no. 55 and showing this VHS 
service videotape attached to Holli's declaration. Phil DeAngeli was also the agent of 
service for First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. See exhibit "41' attached hereto. 
Holli quoted the provision of FRCP rule 4 which allowed a manager at an office where 
the Defendant does business within the state, to be served with process. First 
American Title Company of Idaho produced title insurance exclusively for First American 
Title Insurance Company ; hence the reason the CEO and Vice President of First 
American Title Insurance Company sat as Directors on the Board of First American Title 
Company of Idaho, Inc. as shown in exhibit "32" attached. 
46. On April 3, 2006, Holli personally drove up to the Pocatello federal 
court house and submitted two separate declarations to the federal court clerk for filing. 
The federal clerk in Pocatello refused to file Holli's declarations informing Holli that judge 
Tallman had instructed the clerk not to do so. 23 Holli subsequently called Judge 
Tallman's chambers and complained. Judge Tallman then reportedly instructed the 
clerk to file Holli's declaration against Beehive on April 5, 2006, but not Holli's 
declaration submitted against First American Title Insurance Company. Two days later, 
Judge Tallman would issue an order violating rule 12(b): (1) by deciding personal 
jurisdiction issues against Holli on the basis of documentary evidence provided by 
the Defendants which controverted the verified jurisdictional allegations in Holli's 
23. This same obstruction conduct was followed by ADJ Nye in these instant 
vexatious litigant proceedings. Judge Nye instructed clerks of Oneida County not to file 
documents submitted timely by Holli in response the ADJ Nye's vexatious litigant OSC. See 
affidavits of Elham Neilson and Ani McKinnon as exhibits "1" and "2" attached to Hollis OB 
("Opening Brief".). Holli recorded the altercation with Oneida County clerk Skidmore on October 
28, 2011 about obstructing the filing of Holli's timely submitted process. That recording is 
attached as exhibit "16" to the OB. Clerk Skidmore had received both electronic process and 
paper process of all of Holli's filings. None of these records are in the clerk's record certified for 
this appeal. 
complaint and Holli's declarations; (2) by considering First American Title Insurance 
Company's motion to dismiss for lack of personal jurisdiction when First American 
Title Insurance Company had 2 months earlier made a general appearance in the action 
and thereby waived all jurisdictional objections and (3) then by corruptly directing the 
federal clerk not to file Holli's declaration opposing First American's motion to dismiss 
which Holli had personally submitted to the clerk on April 3, 2006. Holli contends that 
Judge Tallman's actions were taken to "fix a default" against Holli as to Holli's claims 
against First American Title Insurance Company - in which personal jurisdiction could 
not be disputed as a matter of fact and law under Holli's RICO and Idaho Consumer 
Protection Act claims. Attached hereto as exhibit "40" is relevant portions of Judge 
Tallman's order entered on April 7, 2006 and showing Judge Tallman's plan to default 
Holli as to First American Title. The order makes no mention whatsoever of the general 
appearance of First American Title Insurance Company two months earlier as shown in 
exhibit "28" attached. The order ends with an order to show cause directing Holli to 
provide a response as to why Holli's claims against Barnes should not be dismissed on 
jurisdictional grounds as Barnes was a Utah resident. See OSC page 8 ex. "40" attached 
47. The clerk contacted Holli by phone on the morning of April 7, 2006, 
seeking permission to serve Holli by facsimile with the April 7, 2006 Order to Show 
Cause re Barnes. Holli agreed to service of the OSC by facsimile and immediately 
filed a reply to Judge Tallman's OSC as PACER Document no. 58. In her reply, Holli 
complained about Judge Tallman dismissing her claims against First American Title 
Insurance Company when this defendant filed a general appearance; Holli complained 
that Judge Tallman had interfered with the filing of Holli's response to First 
American's legally unauthorized motion to dismiss by directing the clerk not to file 
Holli's declaration submitted on April 3, 2006; Holli petitioned Judge Tallman to compel 
First American Title Insurance Company to produce a copy of the "canceled" $15,000 
check Holli gave First American Title Insurance Company on or about July 15, 2005 to 
open the escrow account on the real estate transaction as well as all bank records 
tracking the negotiation of the $15,000 check, on the basis that Holli endorsed the 
check to First American Title Insurance Company - so the funds had to have been 
transferred to this entity's trust account, and no others; Holli informed Judge Tallman 
that Jeffrey Barnes had made a general appearance in the action on March 8, 2006 as 
shown in exhibit "29" attached and therefore waived all rights to oppose the court's 
personal jurisdiction over him, and; Holli concluded her reply by asking for an extension 
of time under FRCP Rule 6 (b) to re-file her response papers for good cause, because 
Holli was denied fair access to the court when the clerk refused to file Holli's papers on 
April 3, 2006 in violation of FRCP Rule 5(d)(4). 
48. On April 13, 2006 as Pacer Doc. No. 63, Judge Tallman denied 
Holli's FRCP rule 6(b) motion for extension of time to re-file her papers responding to 
First American's motion to dismiss, and thereafter struck Holli's REPLY papers which 
also responded to Judge Tallman's OSC re Barnes. 
49. On May 1, 2006, as PACER Doc. No. 68, Judge Tallman entered an 
order dismissing Holli's claims against Barnes with prejudice for lack of personal 
jurisdiction. 
50. On May 11, 2006, Judge Tallman entered a judgment dismissing the 
entire case with prejudice on personal jurisdiction grounds as indicated on pgs 2, 4 and 5 
in Judge Tallman's order filed on April 7, 2006, and attached hereto as exhibit "40". 
51. On August 7, 2006, after Holli filed a mandamus writ with the 9th circuit 
complaining about the loss of her notice of appeal, the clerk of the court found Holli's 
notice of appeal and transmitted it to the 9th circuit court of appeals as PACER 
document no. 82. At the same time, the clerk found Holli's check paying for her appeal 
and deposited it into the court's accounting registry. 
52. Before Holli's appeal was processed in the 9 th circuit court in November 
of 2006, Holli would be arrested on charges by Eli Lilly and Lilly's corporate 
malfeasance insurers GE, Citigroup, JP Morgan Chase & Co., Washington Mutual, 
Wells Fargo, Prudential and PIMCO (all filing contempt petitions against Holli in the NAR 
litigation); with bankruptcy fraud for allegedly hiding assets and committing perjury on 
her financial statements filed with Bankruptcy Judge Judith Boulden's Court. Holli would 
also be arrested for allegedly forging Barry Brown's signature on the Assignment 
document found in exhibit "27" attached hereto, as exhibit "E" attached to Jeffrey Barnes 
state affidavit. Holli would spend the next three years in the federal criminal system as 
a pre-trial detainee unconstitutionally denied bail when Holli had no criminal record 
whatsoever, until the federal case USDC-Utah 2:06-CR-693 was dismissed for lack of 
probable cause in 2009 as shown in exhibit "49" attached. 
53. While imprisoned in jail, Holli hand wrote the Idaho federal courts and 
the 9th circuit court a brief letter requesting a stay of all civil proceedings. Holli indicated 
in her letter that criminal proceedings were pending against her on the identical issues 
which underlied Holli's appeals in her obstructed civil cases and that resolution of the 
criminal charges would either moot or determine the appellate issues in Hollis favor. 
Attached hereto as exhibit "39" is the 2nd page of Hollis letter filed as PACER doc. no. 87 
in the above stated Brown, First American Title and Beehive Credit Union case. 
54. After the 9 th circuit received Holli's letter, the 9th circuit dismissed Holli's 
appeal for failure to prosecute in 2008. Because was falsely imprisoned and legally 
impeded from pursuing her appeal, Holli is entitled to pursue an independent action 
under Rule 60(b)(4) and (6) seeking an order vacating the Idaho federal judgments in re 
US DC-Idaho case no. 2:05-CV-460 as void for extrinsic fraud and for jurisdictional 
defects. 
NAR LITIGATION IN THE IDAHO FEDERAL COURT 
AS USDC -IDAHO CASE NO. 05-CV-127 
55. As aforestated, the NAR litigants filed liens against Holli's credit report 
in March of 2005 and Holli's Idaho property in December of 2005. HoW filed an 
Unlawful Debt Collection Practices Act claim against NAR in the Idaho federal court 
system in April of 2005. Holli also brought an Ex Parte Young claim against Justice 
Christine Durham in her Administrative capacity as the enforcer of the void Utah 
Supreme Court civil contempt injunction/judgment, seeking a declaratory decree that 
the Utah Supreme Court judgment was void ab initio, was entered in violation of a 
federal injunction and was required to be vacated as a matter of law. 
56. Although Holli timely served the parties, Judge Winmill refused to 
decide any matters because of bias conflicts with appearing counsel. The case 
therefore laid dormant until Judge Richard Tallman was assigned to the case by 
designation on or about February 1, 2006. 
57. On April 7, 2006, Holli submitted an amended complaint against the 
NAR defendants asserting additional violations of Idaho lien laws. Judge Tallman as he 
had done in the First American Title Insurance case supra, directed the clerk not to file 
Holli's amended complaint (without any written order in the record), so that Judge 
Tallman could fix the outcome of the action. Attached hereto as exhibit "43" is Holli's 
request for judicial notice filed in the NAR case as PACER document no. 70. This 
request acknowledges that Holli submitted a FAC on April 7, 2006, that the clerk 
withheld the recording of Holli's FAC based on instructions of Judge Tallman, and that 
the clerk returned Hollis FAC and money order in July of 2006 - after Judge Tallman 
issued an order of contempt against Holli based on non-party affidavits falsely accusing 
Holli of various crimes. (Of interest is the fact that the docket record does not reflect the 
submission of a filing fee or amended complaint on April 7, 2006, nor does it reflect the 
clerk's letter sent to Holli on July 14, 2006. Rather these documents were intentionally 
not included in the docket record to create a bad record for an appeal. 24) 
58. As aforestated, Judge Tallman in violation of the "Standing" laws under 
the Idaho and Federal Constitutions, permitted non-parties to interfere with the NAR 
litigation by filing contempt petitions against Holli without Article III standing.25. 
24. Judge Nye employed the same practice, but on a larger scale. Here, Judge Nye 
caused everything submitted by Holli both elctronically and as a paper record to be removed 
from the record. Furthermore, there was no docket record or file reportedly kept in Oneida 
County which permitted Holli to monitor the proceedings which had no procedural protections. 
25. (1) The Idaho Federal Contempt Judgment Was Void Because It Was 
Procured By Complaining Witnesses Who Were Not Parties To 
The Verified Complaint And Therefore Lacked Standing To Seek 
Contempt Orders Against Holli 
See Kerns v. Morgan, 11 Idaho 572, 579, 83 P. 954, 956 (1905) ( Idaho has long held 
that a stranger to the proceeding could not obtain a contempt order) followed in State v. 
Bettweiser, Docket No. 32083 (Idaho. App. 2006). In Pennoyer, 95 U.S. 714 [24 L.Ed. 565] 
(1878), the High Court held: that an OSC must be based on the acts or omissions of the 
party named in the complaint and as related to the merits of the action. "Sanctions must 
be based on the acts or omissions of the represented party or counsel as well as the legal merits 
of the pleading at bar." Zarsky v. Zurick Mgmt., 829 S.W.2d 398, 400 (Tex. App. Houston [14th 
Dist.] 1992, no writ) TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM.CODE ANN.§ 10.005 (Vernon 2002). In the Idaho 
federal contempt proceedings, the OSC was not based on any act or omission committed by 
Holli during the pendency of the Idaho case nor was it related in any manner to the allegations 
pled in the operative complaint.. Rather, the OSC was a sua sponte order issued by the biased 
Judge who invited the world at large to file contempt affidavits and petitions against Holli - so that 
the court could enter a vexatious litigant order against Holli barring Holli's access to any court. 
Footnote 25 continued . .. 
The docket record in the NAR case, attached hereto as exhibit "44", shows that not 
one defendant party filed a contempt petition against Holli after the federal judge issued his OSC 
on April 7, 2006 to declare Holli vexatious as PACER document no.19. The following contempt 
petitioners not named as parties in the NAR Litigation filed contempt petitions/affidavits against 
Holli: 
(a) On April 20, 2006, Los Angeles Homeowner's Aid, an mortgage lending 
subsidiary of Pacific Life Insurance Company (see exhibit "45" attached hereto for Pacific Life's 
Structure chart, financial statement identifying the carrying of mortgage loans, and Standard 
and Poor's public report identifying Pacific Life as a mortgage servicer for it's mortgage backed 
loans [Pacific Life wholly owns PIMCO - see last page of exhibit "45" for Pacific Life's 
background published over the internet site of a Lawfirm) filed a petition to declare Holli 
vexatious as PACER docket no. 23; 
(b) On April 28, 2006 as PACER doc. no. 26, Eli Lilly and her corporate mal-
feasance insurers to include Prudential, GE, Citigroup, Washington Mutual Bank, Pacific Life and 
Fidelity (all named defendants in a lawsuit Holli brought in the Utah state court system in 1999 
as case no: 990402021 [see parties listing in docket record attached hereto as exhibit "50"] 
and removed to the bankruptcy court in 2003 given the state case was stayed in 2001 upon 
Judge Ray Harding Jr's impeachment process from the Utah bench for using and selling drugs), 
filed a contempt petition against Holli falsely accusing Holli of concealing assets during Holli's 
2003 bankruptcy case by not identifying all of her pending lawsuits in which Holli was a named 
party. These persons also accused Holli of committing perjury on her Financial reports by not 
listing all pending lawsuits at the time Holli petitioned for bankruptcy. 
(c) On May 8, 2006 as PACER document nos. 27, 28 and 29, CNA fka 
Continental Insurance Company and Jeffrey Compton filed a petition to declare Holli vexatious 
after these persons successfully procured a judge to dismiss Holli's case against them in 
violation of the automatc stay of the bankruptcy code. (Three different docket numbers were 
assigned to their petitions because these persons kept electronically filing their petitions wrong); 
(d) On May 8, 2006 as PACER document no. 30, Beehive Credit Union's 
Idaho Attorney filed a contempt petition against Holli claiming that Holli never served her 
motions on this attorney even though Holli filed certificates of service indicating Holli had served 
Attorney Kevin West; remarkably this attorney filed responses in the Brown case admitting that 
he had received Holli's process thereby establishing his contempt petition as patently fraudulent; 
(e) On May 8,2006 as PACER document no. 31, the Law office of Merrill 
and Merrill's attorney Kent Higgins filed a contempt petition against Holli again accusing Holli of 
forging the name of Barry Brown to the Assignment of the Note and Trust Deed. See exhibit 
"30" attached. Note* First American Title Insurance Company would later release the original 
Assignment document to the FBI for purposes of a forgery prosecution: USDC-Utah 06-CR-693. 
The Docket shows that Holli appeared at the contempt hearing on May 15, 2006 and 
first moved to disqualify Judge Tallman based on this Judge's financial stock interests of 
upwards of $985,000 in the non-party complaining witnesses companies. Holli also moved to 
dismiss the contempt proceedings for lack of subject matter jurisdiction by Judge Tallman in that 
no petitioning party had standing to interfere with Holli's case against the NAR litigants. Judge 
Tallman claimed jurisdiction under that All Writs Act and federal procedural rules. 
However, the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure are procedural in nature and do not 
provide substantive rights. See Rules Enabling Act, 28 U.S.C. § 2072 ("The Supreme Court 
shall have the power to prescribe general rules of practice and procedure and rules of evidence" 
but "[s]uch rules shall not abridge, enlarge or modify any substantive right."). The goal of Rule 
11 to deter baseless filings must be effectuated within the limits of the Rules Enabling Act's grant 
Footnote 25 continued ... 
of authority. See Cooter & Gell v. Hartmarx Corp., 496 U.S. 384, 393, 110 S.Ct. 2427, 2454,11 
L.Ed.2d 359 (1990). The language used in the Advisory Committee Notes indicates that it 
is the parties who are entitled to sanctions, not non-parties. 
Holli argued that several federal courts had considered the standing of non-parties 
to seek sanctions in a case in which they were not a named party. In Vesco v. Snedecker, No. 
02-2181 (10th Cir., 2003), the 10th circuit offered the following analysis: 
" Attorney Livingston filed a motion under Rule 11 of the Federal" Rules 
of Civil Procedure requesting an "award of sanctions" caused by [the 
State] Defendants' abusive filings. We hold that Attorney Livingston 
lacks standing to file a pleading challenging the order denying sanctions 
entered in his clients case, as attorney Livingston was not a party to his 
client's action. Citing to N.Y. News, Inc. v. Kheel, 972 F.2d 482, 486 
(2nd Cir. 1992) (rejecting non-party's request to intervene seeking to 
protect judicial process against abuse); See also Nyer V. Winterthur Int'l, 
290 F.3d 456, 459 (1st Cir. 2002) (reciting general rule that non-party 
may not bring Rule 11 motion for sanctions; collecting cases); Westlake 
N. Prop. Owners Ass'n V. City of Thousand Oaks, 915 F.2d 1301, 1307 
(9th Cir. 1990) (holding attorney for party cannot bring Rule 11 motion for 
sanctions as he is not a party to the action.); accord in Port Drum CO. V. 
Umphrey, 852 F.2d 148 (5th Cir.1988). Donaldson, 400 U.S. at 531,91 S. 
Ct. At 542 -43. State of Montana V. U.S. E.P.A., 137 F.3d 1135, 1141 (9 th 
Cir. 1998), cert. denied, 525 U.S. 921 (1998); Venegas V. Skaggs, 867 
F.2d 527,529 (9th Cir. 1989), aff'd, 495 U.S. 82, 110 S. Ct. 1679, 109 
L.Ed.2d 74 (1990). 
The 10th ciruit further opine that in N.Y. News, Inc. V. Kheel, 972 F.2d 482,486 (2nd Cir. 1992), 
the 2nd Circuit came to a like conclusion as Livingston supra. Quoting: "Kheel is an attorney 
who filed an independent action in federal" court under Rule 11 to attack RICO charges in a 
complaint alleging his involvement with a conspiracy scheme. Kheel however was not a named 
party in the RICO complaint. The Kheel court held that Kheel had no right to move for sanctions 
under Rule 11. Kheel's remote interest in a streamlined, abuse-free judicial system was not a 
"Significantly protectable interest" that gave Kheel standing to inject himself into litigation making 
collateral allegations against Kheel. Even if the non-party asserts the judgment has an adverse 
effect, the non-party may not interject himself into litigation that does not plead that person as a 
party. Citing Marino V. Ortiz, 484 U.S. 301, 304 (1988) ( Even if a nonparty asserts that the 
judgment, or some action taken by the court in reaching the judgment, has an adverse effect on 
him, the nonparty is not allowed to appeal the judgment as the operative pleading does not set 
forth facts alleging the nonparty's injury sufficient to grant him standing.) 
Furthermore, the All Writs Act does not provide authority to enter a contempt 
judgment in a case where standing or jurisdiction is lacking. See Syngentat Crop Protection Inc. 
v. Henson, 537 US 28 (2002) (Citing Pennsylvania Bureau of Correction v. United States 
Marshals Service, 474 US 34, 41 (1985) (All Writs Act "does not authorize [federal courts] to 
issue ad hoc writs when jurisdiction is otherwise lacking.)); Gullickson V. Southwest Airlines 
Pilots' Ass'n, 87 F.3d 1176, 1186 (10th Cir.1996) (rejecting all Writs Act as independent basis for 
subject matter jurisdiction to enter contempt orders.); Renteria- Gonzales v. I.N.S., 322 F.3d 
804, 811 (5th Cir. 2002) (''The All Writs Act does not confer an independent basis for subject 
matter jurisdiction and thus does not grant the power to enter contempt orders.) 
Based on the foregoing, Judge Tallman's contempt order entered into the docket 
record on May 24,2006 as PACER docket no. 38 was void as a matter of law for lack of standing 
59. Because Judge Tallman acted without subject matter jurisdiction in 
his May 15, 2006 contempt proceedings addressing non-parties contempt petitions 
against Holli, Judge Tallman's injunction order entered on May 24, 2006 as PACER 
docket no. 38 was void ab initio and required to be vacated as a matter of law. 26 
(Refer back to the court docket at exhibit "44" attached hereto, docket entry no. 38, 
which spells out this injunction order.). 
60. In addition to the foregoing jurisdictional structural errors, Judge 
Tallman committed another structural error by sitting in a proceeding in which he was 
in any party to move for a contempt order. Furthermore, since standing is a component of 
subject matter jurisdiction, Judge Tallman likewise lacked subject matter jurisdiction to enter the 
May 24, 2006 contempt! injunction order against Holli. See Standard v. Olesen, 74 S. Ct.768 
(1954) ("No sanction can be imposed absent proof of jurisdiction".) 
26. (2) The Idaho Federal Court Civil Contempt Judgment Is Void Because It 
Exceeded The Limited And Defined Article III Authority Granted By 
The Juridicial Pleading At Hand 
It is well established that the complaint before the court is the juridicial means by 
which the court exercises his article III powers. See Stockyards National Bank of So. Omaha v. 
Bragg, et aI., 67 Utah 60, 246 P. 966 (1925) (It is fundamental law that the petition filed by 
plaiintiff is the juridical means of investing a court with jurisdiction of the subject-matter, and that 
a judgment which is beyond or not supported by the pleading must fall. ). Also see Gladstone 
Realtors v. Villiage of Bellwood, 441 U.S. 91, 99; 99 S Ct. 1601, 1608; 60 L.Ed.2d 66 (1979) (For 
a federal court to acquire subject matter jurisdiction, the complaint must set forth the defendant's 
illegal conduct, must show a palpable injury suffered by plaintiff which is traceable to the 
defendant and the challenged conduct alleged in the complaint; and must set forth competent 
legal redress, or the judgment and the proceedings thereon are void.). Followed In Mid-Mile 
Holding Trust v. Pro Indiviso, Inc., 131 Idaho, 741, 746, 963 P.2d 1178, 1183 (1998). 
In the NAR com plant, Holli set forth the illegal conduct of the defendant parties 
named in that complaint. Holli also alleged the palpable injury she suffered and traced that 
palpable injury back to the challenged conduct of the named defendant parties. See Morris v. 
T.E. Marine Corp., 344 F.3d 439 (5th cir. 2003) (A denial of due process occurs when the court 
issues a prejudicial rule outside the four corners of a complaint to the substantial injury of a 
party.). See also Manway Construction Co. Inc v. Housing Authority of the City of Hartford, 711 
F.2d 501 (2nd Cir. 1983) (Held: The claims against the Bank in the contempt proceeding raised 
new and unrelated issues not pleaded in the breach of contract complaint between Manway and 
the Authority. Accordingly, the district court was without subject matter jurisdiction to consider 
the contempt petition presented by the Authority. Ancillary jurisdiction over the Bank does not 
hold because there must have been - a transactional relationship - with the allegations and 
claims presented in the complaint to be piggy-backed into the federal court case. E.g., Stamford 
Board of Education v. Stamford Education Ass'n, 697 F.2d 70, 72 (2 Cir.1982). Therefore the 
Authority's contempt action against the Bank was void and the resulting judgment is ordered 
vacated. See Western Fruit Growers v. Gottfried, 136 F.2d 98, 100 (9th Cir. 1943) (HA judgment, 
decree or order entered by a court that lacks jurisdiction over the parties or of the subject matter, 
or that lacks the inherent power to make or enter the particular order involved, is void.") See also 
RESTATEMENT, JUDGMENTS (SECOND) §1 (1983). 
constitutionally biased. During the contempt proceeding, Holli complained that Judge 
Tallman owned upwards of $985,000 in stock interests in the complaining witnesses' 
companies. Attached hereto as "46" is Judge Tallman's 2005 Financial Disclosure 
Report. This reports discloses upwards of $135,000 stock interests in General Electric, 
Citigroup, JP Morgan Chase Bank, First Data Corporation, Washington Mutual Bank 
and Wells Fargo Bank; all defendant parties to Holli's 1999 state action set forth in 
exhibit "50" attached hereto, and lor also defendants in the stayed Utah federal RICO 
case USDC no. 2:97cv 951 indefinately stayed on Jul 13, 1999. Both of these 
proceedings were removed to the bankruptcy court in 2003. 27 Attached hereto as 
exhibit "47" is Tallman's Financial Disclosure report for 2006 and showing upwards of 
$750,000 stock interests in Prudential and PIMCO. Reference back to exhibit "50" 
attached, shows these entitites as named parties. (PIMCO is wholly owned by Pacific 
Life Insurance Company. Refer back to exhibit "45" attached showing this agency 
relationship.) These entities also filed petitions for contempt through their insureds Lilly 
and Los Angeles Homeowner's Aid. The rule is well established that a federal judge is 
disqualified from sitting on a case in which he holds stock interests in a company that 
stands to be favorably disposed by the challenged judge's rulings. 28 Here, Judge 
27. Again, as stated on pages 23-24 supra in paragraph 23, the automatic 
stay as applied to Hollis bankruptcy estate was still in force until August 22, 2006 when the 
dismissal of Hollis bankruptcy case would become final under rule 58. 
28. See Chase Manhattan Bank v. Affiliated Fm Ins. Co., 343 F.3d 120, 123 (2nd 
Cir. 2003}(Chemical Bank, merged with The Chase Manhattan Bank under merged entity 
"Chase". After the merger, the judge, his wife, and a family trust purchased between $300,000 
of stock in the merged entity. At a bench trial, the judge rendered a judgment of $92 million for 
the Chase in violation of § 455(b)(4). The case was appealed and subsequently remanded for 
further proceedings. See 196 F3d at 377 The judge immediately divested himself of the 
Chase stock and, acting under 28 U.S.C.§ 455(f), thereafter conducted the requisite 
proceedings on remand. We hold that the divestiture after remand could not cure the past 
appearance of a disqualifying financial interest at the time of trial, and therefore reverse and 
remand to a different judge. See also Am. Isuzu Motors, Inc., et.al. v. Ntsebeza, et aI., No. 07-
~Supreme Court of United States. (May 12, 2008) (Because the Court lacks a quorum, 28 
U.S.C. §1, since a majority of the qualified Justices are own upwards of $15,000 stock interests 
in the corporate defendants named in the lawsuit, the judgment of the 2nd Circuit is automatically 
affirmed under 28 U.S.C. §2109. Khulumani v. Barclay Nat. Bank Ltd., 504 F.3d 254 (2nd Cir., 
2007). It is beyond dispute that judicial bias is structural error, not susceptible to forfeiture (or 
harmless error analysis). See Washington v. Recuenco, 548 U.S. 212, 126 S.Ct. 2546, 2551 n. 
2, 165 L.Ed.2d 466 (2006) ("due process demands that the judge be disqualified for "an 
appearance of bias." In re Murchison. 349 U.S. 133, 136, 99 L.Ed. 942 (1955). 
Tallman interests in the complaining witnesses was almost $1 million. It was therefore 
structural error for Judge Tallman not to recuse upon Holli's application made during the 
contempt proceedings conducted on May 15, 2006. 
61. In addition, it was equally clear that Judge Tallman took on the mantle 
of an investigator and prosecutor in investigatiing crimes that Holli allegedly committed 
as averred by the biased complaining witnesses in their contempt petitions. Judge 
Tallman's role as an investigator was confirmed by exhibit "42" attached hereto, an FBI 
302 investigation report showing that Judge Tallman directed the FBI and local state 
police authorities to investigate into jurisdictional fraud crimes alleged against Holli by 
the law offices of Merrill and Merrill. 29 Judge Tallman's endowment of an executive 
role is further shown by the fact that when Holli complained about Judge Tallman's 
illegal actions in several filings Holli filed into the record after the void May 24, 2006 civil 
contempt injunction was entered against Holli, Judge Tallman struck these filings and 
he acted as judge, jury and executioner by entering a criminal contempt judgment 
against Holli ordering Holli to pay Judge Tallman a fine of $500, without employing the 
proper criminal procedures necessitated by an alleged indirect criminal contempt. 
(Refer to exhibit "44" attached, the Court's PACER Docket, document no. 50 for this 
criminal sanction ordered against HoIIL). 
62. Holli recieved a letter from the court clerk attached hereto as exhibit "48" 
which informed Holli she had 30 days to pay the $500 fine or her case would be 
dismissed with prejudice and Holli could possibly be arrested. Holli paid the fine on July 
31, 2006 as shown in exhibit "44" attached, PACER docket no. 54. As soon as Judge 
29. See In re U.S., 441 F.3d 44 (1st Cir., 2006) (See In re Murchison, 349 U.S. 
133, 75 S.Ct. 623, 99 L.Ed. 942 (1955). Just as there is a prohibition against a judge 
"adjudicating a case where he appears to act as an investigator for the government," Johnson 
v. Carroll, 369 F.3d 253, 260 (3rd Cir. 2004), there is a prohibition against a judge adjudicating a 
case where he has become an investigator against the government. We order recusal of the 
present district judge and direct that the case be assigned on remand to a different judge.). See 
also Yengo, Matter of, 371 A.2d 41, 72 N.J. 425 (N.J.1977) (Respondent considered 
himself part of the prosecution structure rather than an impartial judge in re State of New Jersey 
v. Whitehead. The respondent's disrespect for law extended to the Constitution and cases 
decided under it by the United States Supreme, all of which prohibited the wearing of two hats 
while sitting as an impartial arbiter over matters before his court. Removal of Judge Yengo is 
forthwith ordered. ). 
Tallman got Holli's money, he dismissed the case with prejudice the next day on August 
1, 2006 - without ever reaching the merits of any of Holli's claims. 30 
63. On August 3, 2006, Holli filed a demand that criminal procedures be 
employed regarding the judge's criminal contempt judgment as shown in exhibit "44" 
attached, PACER docket no. 60. Because criminal contempt proceedings were 
separate from the main case, on August 3, 2006, Holli filed a notice of appeal of all civil 
judgments entered in the case and paid the filing fee of $455. On August 28, 2006, 
Holli amended her notice of appeal to also include post judgment orders by Judge 
Tallman. On November 3, 2006, the Ninth circuit would docket Holli's appeal; 
unfortunately Holli would be in the federal prison system by this time as a pre-trial 
detainee defending against Bankruptcy fraud, forgery and perjury charges alleged 
against Holli during the contempt proceedings conducted by Judge Tallman on May 15, 
2006. 
64. Holli would remain in the federal prison system as a pre-trial detainee 
for a period of 3 years before the federal criminal cases against her would be dismissed 
for lack of probable cause. (See exhibit "49" attached hereto for final judgment 
dismissing criminal cases and order Holli's immediate release. Holli was released from 
the Texas Female Prison in April of 2009 - where Holli was housed at the Federal 
Medical Center after suffering a stroke because prison medical personnel refused to 
dispense Holli's blood pressure medications to Holli.). Because of Holli's false 
imprisonment, Holli would be impeded from timely prosecuting her appeal. See letters 
Holli wrote the Idaho court in the NAR litigation as PACER docket nos. 78 and 79 
respectively, seeking a stay of the NAR action until Holli's release from jail. Irrespective, 
30. Federal courts have long held that when a judge fails to consider, analyze or 
reach any of the charging allegations presented during proceedings before his bar, that judge 
has violated due process and his judgment is void. See Adams v. Bush, et ai, case no. 98-
1665 (DC, 2001): Held: "when claims, arguments, and evidence previously presented by 
Plaintiff have never been analyzed by the court as evidenced through summary rulings wholly 
devoid of any reasoning, factual reference, support or explanation; these judgments are void 
as a matter of law as inconsistent with mandates of due process. Procedural rules require 
claims to be fully analyzed so that the public at large can perceive the analytical process and be 
assured that justice has been done. Grun v. Pneumo Abex Corp., 163 F.3d 411, 423 (7th Cir. 
1998); Schwartz v. United States, 976 F.2d 213 (4th Cir. 1992), cert.denied, 507 U.S. 919 
(1993)(citing 11 Fed. Prac. & Proc. § 2862 at 198.). 
Holli's appeal would be dismissed for failure to prosecute. 
65. The record shows that all of the petitioning attorneys used the office of 
Judge Tallman to procure Holli's expedited criminal prosecution on the criminal charges 
presented to Judge Tallman's court during the May 2006 contempt proceedings - so that 
Holli's appeals would be successfully obstructed. (Refer back to the FBI report at 
exhibit "42" attached hereto for Judge Tallman's participation as a complaining witness.) 
CRIMINAL CASE: USDC-UTAH CASE NO. 2:06-CR-693 
66. On October 4, 2006, Eli Lilly, GE, PIMCO, Prudential, Washington 
Mutual, Wells Fargo and Fidelity caused a federal grand jury to convene against Holli 
and to falsely indict Holli of alleged bankruptcy fraud and perjury under the provisions of 
the bankruptcy code. These witnesses testified that Holli committed perjury on her 
financial reports and concealed assets, when Holli signed under penalty a perjury, a 
financial statement listing all of her then pending lawsuits that were to be made part of 
Holli's chapter 13 bankruptcy estate, because Holli ommitted a pending lawsuit with the 
Utah state welfare department seeking $7,000 + in improperly disbursed food stamps 
and medical payments made on Holli's behalf from 1997 to 2003. These criminal 
charges would be terminated in Holli's favor in 2009 because the non-disclosure was 
otherwise addressed through removal of the Welfare case to the bankruptcy court and 
nullifcation of this debt by Bankruptcy Judge Judith Boulden as shown by Holli's 
confirmed Amended chapter 13 plan filed on June 19,2003. 31 
67. These complaining witnesses also complained that Holli had forged a 
California state court dismissal judgment entered on October 1, 1993. Like the hidden 
31. During the prosecution of the federal criminal case USDC-Utah 2:06 CR 693, it 
would be admitted that: (1) Holli never collected medical benefits from the state of Utah 
because Holli's medical benefits were covered by her private disability carrier, Pacific Life 
Insurance (aka PIMCO) until Pac Life unilaterally terminated these benefits in violation of their 
coverage policy in December of 2003; (2) Holli only properly collected food stamps for 1 year in 
2002, (3) Utah limits food stamp benefits to a term of 2 years and therefore Holli could not 
have nor did she receive food stamp benefits for a period of 5 years, and (3) Utah appeared in 
Holli's bankruptcy case and sought an overpayment claim against Holli. Utah's claim was 
disallowed by Bankruptcy Judge Judith Boulden as fraudulent and void in the affirmation of 
Holli's amended chapter 13 plan on June 19, 2003. 
assets charge supra, this charge would also be shown to be false. 32 
68. Also submerged into the 2006 federal criminal case was Barry Brown's 
claim that Holli had forged the Assignment of Note And Trust Deed document referenced 
in Idaho federal case no. 05-CV-460. After 3 years of investigating this charge, the FBI 
would determine this charge to be false. 33 
70. When all of the charges above stated were determined to be false, the 
prosecutor moved for dismissal of all of the charges in the interest of justice. The Court 
granted the prosecutors motions and the Court ordered Holli's immediate release from 
custody and access to all property seized by the Government. (Refer back to exhibit 
"49" attached hereto for tandem dismissal orders entered in case no. 2:06-CR-693 and 
case no. 2:06-CR-272. 
CRIMINAL CASE: USDC-UTAH CASE NO. 2:06-CR-272 
32. The FBI thoroughly investigated into this forgery charge and concluded it to be 
false. The state of California, County of Riverside had commenced electronically scanniing 
documents in 1992. The challenged document was part of the County of Riverside's electronic 
files and had been since it was scanned over the court's electronic records filing system on 
October 1, 1993. Holli had never worked for the County of Riverside to gain access to their 
electronic records filing system and the County of Riverside never reported a breach of their 
electronic records filing system. Finailly, there was an undisputed official court reporter's 
transcript of the October 1, 1993 proceedings which matched identically the dispositions in the 
October 1,1993 judgment. After 3 years of investigating this charge, in January of 2009 the FBI 
reported to the court that the forgery charge by the complaining witnesses was necessarily false. 
33. As indicated in the affidavit of Jeffrey Barnes attached hereto as exhibit "27", 
First American Title had custody of the original Assignment to the Note and Trust Deed. After 
Holli was detained on the aforestated charges, the FBI procured the original Assignment 
document from First American Title Insurance Company, had this Assignment document tested 
for authenticity, determined that the Assignment document was a true original, and further 
confirmed that the unique signature of Barry Brown on the Assignment matched Barry Brown's 
signature on other documents, thereby validating the document itself. The FBI also examined 
Barnes state affidavit filed as part of exhibit "27" attached hereto. Barnes attested to acts by 
Barry Brown which authenticated the ASSignment as a valid document. Furthermore, Beehive 
Credit union validated the email sent to Barnes refusing to allow assignment of the Note. (See 
exhibit "F" attached to Barnes state affidavit made part of exhibit "27" attached, for this email 
from Beehive Credit Union's computer to Barne's Computer on the date set forth thereon. 
Finally, because Barnes attested in his affidavit that Barry Brown twice appeared with Holli at 
Barnes' office to secure execution of the Assignment document with Beehive credit union, 
Barnes could not otherwise alter this testimony in the criminal proceedings without committing 
perjury in the criminal proceeding. 
71. While the above stated federal criminal case in re USDC-Utah case no. 
2:06-CR-693 was pending against Holli, the Law offices of Merrill and Merrill, the law 
offices of Craig Christensen and Oneida County revenue and executive officials pursued 
a jurisdictional fraud charge against HoliL Initially Oneida County Assessor Dixie 
Hubbard claimed that no home was situated on Holli's property. However, sometime 
before December 14, 2006 when the 302 FBI report found at exhibit "42" attached was 
executed, Oneida County Detective Schwartz would investigate Holli's Malad Idaho 
property and find that there was in fact a home and barn on this property. Accordingly, 
to support Oneida county officials and the Idaho lawfirm's jurisdictional fraud claims, this 
Oneida County Sheriff Detective knowingly filed a false statement by claiming there was 
no power to Holli's home. This false statement advanced a perjury prosecution against 
Holli for jurisdictional fraud in re USDC-Utah case no. 2:06-CR-272. 
72. During the foregoing prosecution, Rocky Mountain Power stalled 
production of the power bill at Oneida County's request for almost two years until Holli 
filed a writ of Habeas corpus in the Utah federal court demanding dismissal of the 
charges and contempt proceedings against Rocky Mountain Power. When the bill was 
finally produced, the bill showed that Holli had active power service to her Idaho 
residence since June of 2005. Thereafter, the prosecutor was forced to dismiss this 
criminal case in the interests of justice, and did so simultaneous with 2:06-CR-693. 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE CASE IN UTAH, 
CASE NO. 06-02-1791 
73. After First American Title Insurance Company committed a fraud upon 
the Idaho federal court in case no. 05-CV460 by representing that First American Title 
Insurance Company was not a legal entity and that First American Title Company of 
Idaho, Inc. shared no agency relationship with First American Title Insurance Company, 
the Utah First American Title Insurance Company office that handled the escrow with the 
land sales transaction between Holli and the Browns, conspired with an independant 
title agency in Utah to use their name for litigation purposes in order to deflect any 
liability in the transaction from First American Title Insurance Company and her 
parent corporation First American and to cover up the fraud crimes committed by the 
Idaho lawfirms of Merrill and Merrill and Craig Christensen. 
74. On August 1, 2006 and without notice to Holli, a fraudulent party plaintiff 
by the name of "First American Title Agency of Utah LLC, a Delaware limited liability 
company, authorized to do business in the state of Utah" sued Holli and the Browns in 
an interpleader action in re Utah state case no 06-02-1791. Holli would never receive 
authorized service of process on this suit either before or after Holli was imprisoned into 
the federal prison system from October 16, 2006 through April 9, 2009 on Brown's 
forgery charge and Lilly et ai's bankruptcy fraud charges. 
75. On July 28, 2008, the Utah state judge in case number 06-02-1791 
would enter a summary judgment in favor of the Browns directing the plaintiff to pay to 
the Browns the remainder escrow funds tendered by Holli as the down payment for 
purchase of the property. Attached hereto as exhibit "51" is a copy of this order which 
became final two weeks later. The prosecution, order and final judgment were based on 
wholesale fraud by First American, the plaintiff and the Browns. The following 
establishes the fraud on the face of the order. 
(a) The plaintiff, "First American Title Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware 
Limited Liability Company, authorized to do business in the State 
of Utah", brought the suit. 
In fact, First American Title Agency of Utah, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, was not authorized to do business in the state of Utah until 5 months after this 
fabricated and non-standing plaintiff filed this action on August 1, 2006. Attached 
hereto as exhibit "52" is the merger documents filed with the Utah Secretary of State 
and showing the date that First American Title Insurance Agency LLC, a Delaware 
Limited Liability Company, became authorized to do business in the state of Utah. The 
stamp date of this document is December 30, 2006. The notary date found on the 2nd 
page of the merger documents shows a date of December 30,2006. The signature date 
for all authorzing officers of this merger is December 30, 2006. Therefore, the sham 
plaintiff presented in the order found at exhibit "52" attached hereto, was not authorized 
to do business in the state of Utah either at the time this sham plaintiff filed this Utah 
action on August 1, 2006, and most certainly not at the time Holli opened escrow on the 
transaction at hand more than 1 and 1/2 years earlier on July 15, 2005. 
(b) The Order reflects that the attorneys representing the parties are 
the Pocatello Idaho law offices of Merrill and Merrill, Kent Higgins 
and Craig Christensen. 
These are the same attorneys who perpetrated a fraud on the Idaho federal court . 
(c) The order indicates in paragraph 2 of the caption page, that the Court 
considered Ms. Telford's response to the summary judgment motion 
advanced by the Browns. 
First and foremost, Holli never filed a response to the Brown's summary 
judgment motion, so the court necessarily considered a forged document or no 
document at all. 34 
Also, the Order indicates that the Browns filed a motion for summary judgment 
sometime in June of 2008 and that the court conducted the hearing on June 27, 2008. 
Holli suffered a stroke in the latter part of 2007 while federally imprisoned on the 2006 
and 2007 charges partly advanced by attorneys Higgins and Christensen. 
Consequently, Holli was life flighted to the Federal Medical Center located in the Carsell 
Women's federal prison. Attached hereto as exhibit "55" is a pharmaceutical record at 
the federal medical center during the period in question. This record shows that Holli 
was administered substantial doses of blood pressure and heart medications on 
renewing dates of June 4, 2008, July 12, 2008, July 23, 2008 and July 29, 2008. 
Following is the Dr. Kemkle MD's progress notes dated July 22, 2008 and indicating that 
Holli was doing much better post stroke. The medical doctor instructed the staff to 
continue Holli's protocol on present medications. 
The Browns and the court would have been required to give Holli notice of the 
summary judgment proceedings conducted in June of 2008. Because the federal 
medical center was inside the federal women's prison, all legal process served on 
inmates at the prison required a signature by the custodial officer and the inmate. Holli 
denies ever receiving any legal process whatsoever while she was housed at the 
Federal Medical Center at Carswell Texas. Moreover the Browns through their attorneys 
Merrill and Merrill will not be able to produce any such competent process. 
34. Holli visited the state court and examined the file. Holli could find no document 
in the court's file purporting to be from HollL So either the response never existed or this foreged 
document was grafted from the court's file. 
Finally, given the Idaho attorneys prosecuting the Utah action were partly 
responsible for Holli's incarceration, serious question is raised as to why the Utah order 
failed to acknowledge Holli's incarceration; thus strongly suggesting that these Idaho 
attorneys deliberately kept this information from the Utah judge in order to fraudulently 
obtain a judgment, ex parte. 
(d) The funds in the escrow account constituted earnest money for a real 
estate contract. 
This statement is false. The funds placed into the escrow account was not 
earnest money for the real estate purchase, but rather represented the cash difference 
between the asking price on the property and the lien against the property which Barry 
Brown agreed to assign to HolIL 
(e) On April 7, 2006, the United States District Judge entered an 
Order dismissing Ms. Telford's Complaint. 
This finding constitutes fraud by ommission. As shown in exhibit "40" attached 
hereto, the US District court in Idaho dismissed Holli's case against the Brown's for 
lack of personal jurisdiction and never reached the merits of Holli's claims. See pgs 2, 4 
and 5 of the Order. On May 11, 2006, the Judge entered a final rule 58 judgment 
dismissing the Idaho case. 
With respect to the conclusions of law, as stated supra, Holli did not file any 
responses in the case because she was wholly unaware of the proceedings. 
Consequently, the Judge's conclusions were necessarily based on either forged process 
or facts advanced by the Browns in their summary judgment motion. 
(f) The Decision of the US District Court in Idaho was res judicata to 
the proceedings before the Utah state court. 
The Idaho federal decision was conclusive as to the issue of personal jurisdiction 
only. It did not address the merits of any if Holli's substantive claims against any of the 
true and correct parties. 
(g) It is ordered that First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, LLC 
and it's associated legal entities are fully discharged and released from 
any and all liability or claims of Defendant Holli Telford ... pertaining to 
said purchase and sale of real property and the escrow associated 
therewith. 
A court cannot release a sham plaintiff from liability to a cause of action which 
did not involve that plaintiff. Furthermore, the failure to notice Holli of the proceedings 
rendered the entire proceedings null and void. Finally, the canceled copy of the check 
admittedly tendered for the transaction has never been produced nor the bank records 
showing the chain of negotiation on that check for purposes of competently establishing 
the true party with respect to First American Title Insurance company. 
76. In investigating the foregoing property matters after Holli was exonerated 
from the charges and released from federal jail in April of 2009, Holli examined the title 
transactions on the property as recorded by the Utah county recorder's office. A Lis 
pendens had been recorded giving constructive notice of the pendency of the foregoing 
Utah proceeding. Holli also noticed that title to the property had changed many times 
over while she was falsely imprisoned in the federal prison system. On the property 
now is a multi storied commercial building. It is Holli's belief that First American 
acquired the property from the Browns by employing transfers through several 
strawmen whom were were principles of First American and that the property has now 
been titled in the name of a commercial LLC. See exhibit "54" attached. First American 
Corporation has ventured into the field of commercial real estate investments and 
development. First American buys land, converts it to commercial property and then 
leases the developed commercial property for a high dollar value to commercial 
vendors. (See exhibit "55" attached for First American Corporation's published add on 
their website showing commercial real estate owned by First American and available for 
lease to commercial parties.). 
77. The foregoing criminal fraud and extortion was perpetrated by lawyers 
contributing to the shared profits and income of the law offices of Merrill and Merrill while 
ADJ Nye was an attorney in that office and sharing in these profits. It is contended that 
ADJ Nye was highly motivated to enter a void vexatious litigant order against Holli, 
completely aborting procedural due process, to bar Holli from seeking her judicial 
remedies against ADJ Nye's former lawfirm and ex colleagues. Under these 
circumstances, ADJ Nye was actually biased against Holli and should have immediately 
recused from handling any matters concerning HoliL 
ISSUES PRESENTED IN THIS APPEAL 
1. Whether ADJ NYE was required to recuse as a matter of law because he 
was disqualified without cause which provided no discretion in the matter. Standard of 
Review when duty is mandated is de novo. See State, Dept. of Finance v. Resource 
Service, Co., 130 Idaho 877, 880, 950 P.2d 249, 252 (1997) (This Court reviews 
questions of law de novo.) 
2. Whether ADJ Nye was required to recuse as a matter of law for cause 
because he was constitutionally biased against Holli. Standard of review is 
discretionary. Lamm v. State, 152 P.3d 634, 143 Idaho 763 (Idaho App. 2006) 
3. Whether I.C.A.R. 59 is ambiguous and vague in any respect thus impairing 
it's enforcement. Standard of review for construction of a statute is de novo. Hoffman 
Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman Estates, 455 U.S. 489, 497, 102 S.Ct. 1186, 1193, 71 
L.Ed.2d 362 (1982). 
4. Whether I.C.A.R. 59 should require that (a) administrative proceedings be 
posted on the istars docket for monitoring purposes, (b) a file be kept at the courthouse 
containing matters concerning these contempt proceedings in like fashion as a regular 
civil proceeding, (c) any at clerk at the courthouse be required to receive responsive 
pleadings applicable to this rule, (d) "other federal and state court judgments" 
supporting entry of an inpersonam pre-filing injunction be subject to registration and 
attack under the full faith and credit clause, and (d) where a dispute is raised that 
predicated judgments were obtained by way of extrinsic fraud and criminal consipiracy 
by officers of the court, whether the administrative judge should be stripped of 
jurisdiction over these types of judgments which by law mandate a jury trial under the 
civil rights act. (No rules, first impression questions.) 
5. Whether the 7 year limitations rule under I.C.A.R. 59 requires an 
administrative law judge to vacate any pre-filing injunction older than 7 years as 
unenforceable as applied to I.C.A.R. 59, and if not, whether a judge in an OSC may 
cite to any such injunction order, void or not, outside the parameters of the rule. (No 
rule, first impression question. 
6. Whether ADJ Nye violated Holi's procedural due process rights by entering 
an order declaring Holli Vexatious, one day before the period to respond had expired. 
ARGUMENT 
1. Administrative Law Judge David Nye Had A Mandatory Duty To 
Disqualify Without Cause Pursuant to LR.C.P 40(d)(1 )(E ) 
In Bower v. The honorable Thomas Morden, 880 P.2d 245; 126 Idaho 215 
(10, 1994), this Court held that "there is no discretion to grant or deny a motion for 
disqualification under I.C.R. 25(a) ... that if the papers were timely filed, the duty to 
disqualify was mandatory." Holli maintains that the same mandate applies to I.R.C.P. 
Rule 40(d)(1 )(E). 
Holli fax filed her petition within 1 day of being served the OSC by certified 
mail. In discussing the matter with clerk Skidmore, Skidmore informed Holli that the 
Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure do not apply these administrative proceedings and 
therefore did not include this motion into the record, as an unauthorized filing. 
In Laughy v. Idaho Transportation Dept., case no. 40411 (2nd Jud. District, 
County of Idaho, 2010), the Idaho attorney general, in this administrative proceeding, 
filed a motion to disqualify the district court employing the same civil rule as HolIL 
Accordingly, Holli contends that the reason for not filing her motion to disqualify without 
cause lacked merit, and therefore the October 27, 2011 Order declaring Holli vexatious 
should be decreed void and vacated for violation of this mandatory rule. 
2. Administrative Law Judge David Nye Abused His Discretion When 
He Refused To Disqualify For Cause I.R.C.P 40(d)(2 ) 
In Lamm v. State, 152 P.3d 634,143 Idaho 763 (Idaho App. 2006), this Court 
held that "when a court is faced with a motion to disqualify for bias or prejudice under ... 
I.R.C.P. 40(d)(2) ... [the] decision is committed to the trial court's discretion and there 
exists no requirement that the court's determination must be preceded by an evidentiary 
hearing." Id. at 211, 912 P.2d at 98 (emphasis added). However, the failure to hold an 
evidentiary hearing does not excuse the court from ruling on the motion and continuing 
jurisdiction over the cause without said ruling in place. See Davis v. IIwin, 65 Idaho 77, 
139 P.2d. 474 (1943); State v. Ash, 94 Idaho 542, 493 P.2d 701 (1972) (If the motion to 
disqualify were properly submitted, this Court would be divested of jurisdiction until it 
ruled on the petitioners' motion to disqualify for cause.). Holli's motion to disqualify for 
cause was joined in her motion to disqualify without cause. Holli also supported the 
motion with a declaration attached hereto as exhibit "56". The motion was not filed 
because Clerk Skidmore claimed that the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure did not apply to 
administrative proceedings. Holli asserts that Clerk Skidmore's contention was legal 
error and that ADJ Nye was stripped of jurisdiction until he ruled on Holli's motion to 
disqualify for cause. Because ADJ did not rule on this bias motion, he had no 
jurisdiction to enter the October 27, 2011 order declaring Ho"i vexatious. 
As to the merits of this motion, the detailed and verified factual history set forth 
herein establishes without question, that the source of ADJ Nye's personal bias against 
Holli was so extreme as to display a clear inability by ADJ Nye to render a fair judgment 
as applied to Holli. This fact is clear based on the unauthorized procedural impediments 
that ADJ Nye implemented into order to deprive Holli of the ability to contest ADJ Nye's 
vexatious litigant OSC. In the Mattter of Jane Doe, John v. Stephen W. Kenyon, Clerk, 
No. 37246 (Idaho App. 03/03/2011) citing Bach v. Bagley, 148 Idaho 784 (2010), the 
Idaho Supreme Court held that whatever the source of the bias or prejudice, it must be 
"so extreme as to display clear inability to render fair judgment," that "unless there is a 
demonstration of 'pervasive bias' derived either from an extra-judicial source or facts and 
events occurring at trial, there is no basis for judicial recusal." Id. at 791-92,229 P.3d at 
1153-54. 
Holli contends that ADJ Nye's intense desire to cover up the criminal 
malfeasance of his former lawfirm Merrill and Merri" in the prosecution of the Idaho 
federal cases and the Utah state case above chronicled, in tandem with ADJ Nye's 
intense desire to prevent Holli from suing ADJ Nye, Higgins, other attorneys of the 
lawfirm of Merrill and Merrill and the lawfirm itself, all as co-conspirators in a criminal 
scheme in which each of these persons finanically benefited, provided "extreme bias" 
grounds to remove ADJ Nye and any other. sixth judicial judge from hearing contempt 
matters against Holli. 
Finally, Holli contends that ADJ Nye by virtue of his position as an ADJ, 
became a complaining witness, prosecutor, judge, jury and executioner against Holli 
much like the unconstitutional Star Chambers Court. See In re Johnson, 921 F.2d 585 
(5th Cir. 1991) ( trial judge prohibited from wearing different hats and serving as a 
"complaining witness, prosecutor, judge, jury, and executioner in a matter before his 
bar.) For all of the foregoing reasons, Holli contends that ADJ Nye was disqaulified for 
extreme bias and accordingly any and all rules entered by him as applied to Holli, should 
be declared void and vacated. 
3. I.C.A.R. 59 Is Unduly Vague As To Certain Parts And In 
Violation Of Due Process Thereby Commanding That The 
Vague Portions Be Stricken And Not Applied Against Holli 
A law that is unduly vague on it's face and violates due process, made be 
challenged as unconstitutional. To succeed, the complainant must demonstrate that the 
law is impermissibly vague in its applications. Hoffman Estates v. Flipside, Hoffman 
Estates, 455 US 489, 497, 102 S.Ct. 1186, 1193,71 L.Ed.2d 362 (1982). A challenged 
regulation will be held to violate requirements of due process if it is found to contain 
terms so vague that persons of common intelligence must guess at its meaning and 
differ as to its application. Wyckoff v. Board of County Commissioners of Ada County, 
101 Idaho 12, 607 P.2d 1066 (1980). Accord, Stastny v. Board of Trustees of Central 
Washington University, 32 Wash.App. 239, 647 P.2d 496 (1982), cert. Denied, 460 U.S. 
1071, 103 S. Ct 1528 75 L.Ed.2d 950 (1983). Holli contends that certain parts of 
I.C.A.R.59 were and are vague such that a person of common intelligence has to guess 
at it's meaning. 
Specifically, the Rule attached hereto as exhibit "57" allows for the entry of a 
vexatious litigant order if a person within the limitations period of 7 years preceeding the 
initiation of an administrative vexatious litigant action, has prosecuted at least three 
actions ... "that have been finally determined adversely to that person." 
A reasonable person must guess as to the meaning of "finally determined 
adversely to that person." Does this mean that the prosecuted action must reach the 
merits of the substantive claims presented to the court, or does this term include 
jurisdictional judgments entered by a court refusing to exercise jurisdiction over a case. 
Holli contends that the latter condition should not apply because it would give 
unconstituional incentives to judges to fabricate false jurisdictional impediments to a 
litigant's petitioning rights, likened to federal Judge Tallman supra in the First American 
Title Insurance case, if the judge did not like the litigant appearing before his bar. 
In the instant case, all of the cases cited by ADJ Nye were all dismissed on 
jurisdictional grounds. Moreover, Holli was impeded from appealing those judgments 
because the tort defendants in her cases accused Holli of multiple crimes causing Holli 
to be incarcerated in the federal prison system for three years while these tort 
defendants prosecuted the claims in other forums, ex parte and without notice to Holli. 
Holli contends that the term "that have been finally determined adversely to that person" 
is constitutionally vague, as a result could not be applied to Holli, and that this court 
must be strick this term and modify it for clarity. If the rule does not apply to 
jurisdictional determinations, than Holli has not met the requirement under this term to 
impose a vexatious litigant order against her. 
4. I.C.A.R. 59 Must Be Perfected To Include Procedural Due Process 
Protections Before It May Be Constitutionally Applied 
As shown in Hollis Opening Brief, there was no docket record, there was no file, 
and there was no fair access to the court to defend against the OSC. Such lack of 
record keeping and access to court personnel, 
judicial officials and contempt by respondents. 
breeds opportunity for corruption by 
Holli has provided this court with 
substantial evidence showing that court officials concealed process, manipulated rules 
and aborted their duties owed the office, to Holli's substantial prejudice. Because Holli 
had substantially shown that she was denied procedural due process in the prosecution 
of the vexatious litigant proceedings, this court must vacate the void vexatious litigant 
order. Old Wayne Mut. I. Assoc. v McDonough, 204 U.S. 8, 27 S.Ct. 236 (1907); 
Williamson v Berry, 8 How. 495, 540, 12 L.Ed. 1170, 1189 (1850); Rose v Himely, 4 
Cranch 241, 269, 2 L.Ed. 608, 617 (1808) ("Courts are constituted by authority and they 
cannot go beyond that power delegated to them. If they act beyond that authority, and 
certainly in contravention of it, their judgments and orders are regarded as nullities" ... 
as must be vacated upon petition.). 
5. An Administrative Judge Should Not Be Permited To Hear A 
Contempt Action That States A Legal Cause Of Action Under 
The Civil Rights Act Against Officers Of The Court And Which 
Fact Issues Must Be Decided By A Jury 
In Dennis, 449 U.S. at 29, 101 S.Ct. At 187, the high Court held that "private 
persons who corruptly conspire with the judge" are subject to a tort suit under section 
1983 and are not entitled to any immunity. Holli's challenges to ADJ Nye's OSC 
involved substantiated charges that attorneys from the Pocatello Idaho lawfirms of 
Merrill and Merrill, Craig Christensen, and other firms, conspired with Judge Richard 
Tallman to violate Holli's civil rights. The Judgments relied upon by ADJ Nye are the 
product of those civil rights violations and therefore state legal causes of action in favor 
of Holli. 
ADJ Nye's imposition of jurisdiction over those judgments under his equity 
jurisdiction purports to eviscerate Holli's legal causes of action which are required to be 
subjected to a jury under the ]lh amendment. Accordingly, ADJ Nye has no jurisdiction 
to decide any contempt matters that raise Civil Rights Violations on their face. Followed 
in KIMES v. STONE II, Case no. No. 94-17210 (9th Cir. 1996) (Citing Dennis, 449 U.S. 
at 29, 101 S.Ct. At 187 for the proposition that a litigant states a legal cause of action 
against officers of the court who conspire with a judge to that litigant's injury.) Watson 
v. Telecheck Services, No. 06-09-00112-CV (Tex.App 2010); King Ranch, Inc. v. 
Chapman, 118 S.W.3d 742, 752 (Tex. 2003). Alexander v. Hagedorn, 148 Tex. 565, 226 
S.W.2d 996, 1001 (1950). Fraud by court officers denies a losing party the opportunity 
to fully litigate all the rights or defenses that could have been asserted at trial. When the 
fraud involves a conspiracy with the judge, plaintiff is entitled to sue the court officers 
under section 1983. Browning v. Prostock, 165 S.W.3d 336, 347 (Tex. 2005). 
Because ADJ has no jurisdiction over Holli's legal causes of action, ADJ Nye's contempt 
judgment must fail. 
6. Administrative Judge Nye Errored By Basing His Contempt 
Judgements On Other Federal And State Judgments Which 
Were Outside the 7 Year Rule Imposed By I.C.A.R 59 
A reading of "57" attached imposes a 7 year limitation on judgments which may 
support an Idaho vexatious litigant order under rule 59. A number of the judgments 
cited by ADJ Nye were well pass the 7 year limitations rule. i.e. The 9th circuit order 
was entered in 1997 and was 14 years old. The Utah Supreme Court judgment was 
entered in 2003 and was almost 9 years old. The Supreme Court judgment was entered 
in early 2004 and was 7 3/4 years old. Accordingly, Holli contends that these 
judgments could not support ADJ Nye's OSC as a matter of law because they did not 
meet the limitations parameters of rule 59. 
Nevertheless, Holli registered these judgments with the Oneida County court to 
domesticate them for attack under IRCP Rule 60(b)(4), (6). ADJ Nye could consider 
Holli's rule 60(b)(4), (6) motions for purposes of attack under the full faith and credit 
clause, but he could not use the void outdated judgments as a basis of his vexatious 
litigant order. Accordingly, ADJ Nye's October 27, 2011 order was additionally void for 
due process violations under the limitations provision of rule 59. 
7. Administrative Judge Nye Errored By Entering The Vexatious 
Litigant Order Against Holli One Day Before The 14 Day 
Period To Respond Had Expired 
It is undisputed that Holli recieved service of the OSC by certified mail on 
October 14, 2011. Aside from the fact that Idaho does not authorize service of original 
process by certified mail on Idaho residents under IRCP rule 4; but instead requires 
personal service of process thus invalidating the service altogether, ADJ Nye rejected 
Holli's claim of lack of personal jurisdiction when Holli filed the mandamus writ with ADJ 
Nye's Court. Accordingly, Holli responded to the process to avoid prejudice. I.C.A.R. 
59 requires that a response be filed within 14 days of service of the OSC. Under other 
state's rules permitting service by certified mail, service is complete upon delivery of the 
process to the respondent. Accordingly, October 14, 2011 commenced the 14 day rule. 
Holli had until the end of the day on October 28, 2011 in which to file her process. ADJ 
Nye trumped Holli's responses by entering an order declaring Holli vexatious one day 
before the response time terminated. Accordingly, the October 27, 2011 order is void 
as in breach of the notice requirements under rule 59. 
CONCLUSION 
For all the foregoing reasons, ADJ Nye's Order declaring Holli vexatious is void 
ab initio, must be declared so and must be forth~\ va~. 
/ (/ 
V 
! j Dated: June 27, 2012 
Certificate of Service 
The undersignedcertifies that she served the foregoing motion upon the 
following party both by email and mail on June 26 ,12: 
Shasta Kilminster-Hadley 
Idaho Assistant Attorney General 
P.O.Box 83720 
Boise, Idaho 83720-0010 

First American 
FIrst AmerlciH/ TItlB Comp;!ny of ldiI/w, Inc. 
&60 E FrankOn, SU: 120 
Meridian, ID 83&42 
Phn - (208)375-0455 
Fax' (208)323-9015 
File No.: 792440 (JO) 
Buyer and Seller herein affirm and agree that First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc., its employees, agents, 
or <>s£ig"'" hav8 not made any warranties as to thE accuracy of these tax figures. Further, Buyer and se/(er agree 
that should the actual tax, as shown on the tax statement forwarded by the AssessorfTreasureJ's Office during 
the year of the sale differ from the figure represented on ~he attached closing statement, the following will occur: 
1. In the event Buyer has received excess credit based on the "estimated tax", Buyer agrees to reimburse 
Seller; or 
2. In the event Buyer has oot received suffident credit based on the "estimated tax", Seller agrees to 
reimburse Buyer. 
3. Payment of the pro-rated porticO, due, if any, shal! be made by the resp&.'1:iVe party (directly to the 
party) within thirty (30) days after notification of the actual tax assessed. 
4 PAYMENT OF ANY SUBSEQUENT TAX STATEMENTS WHICH fvlAY BE RECEIVED AFTER DATE OF 
CLOSING ON THIS TRANSACTION WILL BE HANDLED DIRECTLY BETWEEN THE RESPECTTVE PARTIES. 
AND FIRST AMERlCAN TITLE COMPANY OF IDAHO, INC. DOES NOT ASSUME ANY LlABlLITi OR 
RESPONSIBIlITY IN CONNECTION THEREWITH. 
further, Buyer and Seller herein agrees to hold First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. harmless from any 
loss, [lability! or responsibility in the event the estimated tax figures are based on a Homeowner's Tax Exemption, 
which mayor may not apply for the year in which the sale occurs. It is agreed that it shal! be the buyer's 
responsibility to investigate the status of the Homeowner's Tax Exemption as it may apply to the property being 
purchased. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 




CIVIL NO. 1 ;05 CV 648 
DeCLARATION OF JEFF 
BARNES, ESCROW AGENT 
FOR FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PLAINTIFF'S OPPOSITION TO 
DEFENDANT'S MOTION TO DISMISS 
PURSUANT TO FRCP RULE 12(8)(1) 
(2). (5) AND (6) 
NOTICE OF RULE 11 SAFE HARBOR 
WARNING AND INTENT TO FILE 
A MOTION FOR DEFAULT SANCTIONS 
AGAINST THE DEFENDANT PARTIES 
DeCLARATION OF JEFF BARNES 
I, JEFF BARNES. declare as foilowe: 
1. I have p$r8onal knowiedge of the facts set forth herein and do 
eompet&ndy' testify thereto. 
2. I adopt of the whole of every declaration I made in exhibit "if! 
attached hereto and re-attelt to the following as it pertains to ladd Brown and . 




68 West 100 North 
Malad City, Idaho 83252 
IN THE 6TH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT, STATE OF IDAHO 
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ONEIDA 




LAOD BROWN, BARRY BROWN 
AS AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, 
PAUL C. HESS, PERSONALLY AND 
AS VICE PRESIDENT OF BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN 
DOES 1 THROUGH 10.INCLUSfVE 
Defendants, 
State of Utah ) 
ss: 
County of Utah) 
CASE NO. CV 2005-139 
DECLARATION OF JEFF BARNES 
In Support of: 
THE VERiFIED 
FIRST AMENDEO COMPLAINT 
OF PLAINTIFFS AND ANY MOVING 
PAPERS RE FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE COMPANY'S KNOWLEGE 
OF THE TRANSACTION 
I, Jeff Barnes, sworn and under oath declare as follows: 
t. I have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein. I competently 
testify to the following facts and if called as a witness would so testify: 
2. I am an escrow officer for Fifl:lt American Title Insurance Company. the 
Company contracted to issue the title policy with respect to the sale of the real property 
subject of this action. 
II 
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3. Prior to the date of July 12, 2005, the date the escrow regarding the 
subject reaf property was opened, I had never met, spok.en to or communicated with 
any of the parties to the escrow to include: Holti Telford. Ladd Brown or Barry Brown. 
4. On July 12, 2005. Ladd Brown. Barry Brown and Holli Telford appeared 
at First American Title's office to commence an escrow regarding the sale of certain real 
property located on Orem, Utah. I am the escrow officer who was assigned this escrow . 
. Aside from giving me instructions regarding the scope and the purpose of the escrow, 
certain ORAL representations were made on July 12.2005. 
5. Ladd Brown represented to be the owner of a subdivided lot located in 
Oram Utah. Ladd Brown announced that the lot had not yet been legalty approved as a 
final subdivided lot until utilities were brought Into the lot, hoOk in fees were paid and Orom 
City thereafter approved subdivision of the Jot. ladd Brown ORALLY STATED that his 
father Barry Brown had Ladd's power of attorney and would be handling all further 
matters concerning the real property until the escrow was closed and the property was 
transferred in fee simple to Holti Telford. Because of the "ST ATEOw power of attorney, I 
obtained copies of the drivers licenses of both 18dd Brown and Barry Brown. Attached 
hereto as exhibit -Aft are true copies of the drives licenses of both Ladd Brown and Barry 
Brown. 
6. I was handed an executed Real Estate Purdlase Contract along with an 
Addendum to that contract by ladd Brown. I was told by both parties, that the escrow 
was expected to last a minimum of 7 months, and if longer, that Holli Telford would be 
paying interest on the only loan against the real property carried by Beehive credit Union. 
Attached hereto as exhibit -8- is a true and correct copy of the Addendum to the" Real 
Estate Purchase Contract reflecting this agrooment in handwritten language on the bottom. 
Holti Telford then handed me a $15.000 check with instructions to cash said check for 
disbursement of funds in accordance with co-executed escrOw instructions between Holli 
Telford and Barry Brown, the later the STATED attorney of power for Ladd Brown. See 
exhibit "e" attached for a true copy of the check submitted by /I' elford. 
Notary Public 
,. 







7. On or about August 7, 2005, I received a phone call from Holli " . Telford 
informing me that due to a number of undisdosed costs in installing utilities to the property, 
that Barry Brown would be assigning the-'ien against the property to Ms. Tetford. 
I 8. On or about August 15,2005, Holli Telford and Barry Brown appeared at 
;
1 my office with two signed documents.. I was presented with an instruction letter that 
directed me to disburse 2 checks to Orem City and 1 check to Utah County Recorder's 
office. Attached hereto as exhibit -0- is a true and correct copy of this instruction letter. 
also received an assignment of the lien against the real property. Attached hereto as 
exhibit -E- is a true and correct copy of the original of this document presented to First 
American on August 15, 2005. ' J was specifically instructed by both Holli and Barry to 
contad Beehive Credit Union and obtain a payoff balance for the note against the real 
property so that Holli could assume the debt pursuant to the assignment. Both parties 
then represented to me that the escrow could be dosed upon Orem City approving the 
final plot map for the property, designating the lot as a legally subdivided lot and Beehive 
. Credit Union completing any administrative transfers on the note and trust deed . 
. ---. 
9. Based thereon, I immediately contacted Beehive credit union and 
requested a payoff amount on the lien existing against the property and any additional 
papers required by this financial institution in order to effect transfer of the obligation under 
the Note and Trust Deed from Ladd Brown to Holli Telford. I was orally told by an 
employee of Beehive Credit Union that the note could not be assigned or assumed. First 
American Title later received attached exhibit -F- as confirmation that the loan could not be 
assigned or assumed . 
10. On or about August 22,2005, Holti and Barry appeared at my offices 
again to inquire into whether the payoff papers had been received by First American Title 
in order to effect the assignment of the Note and Trust Deed and thereby close the escrow. 
I escorted them back to my office and informed both of them that Beehive would not 
accept the assignment or allow assumption of the note. Holli announced that Beehive 
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11. On or about the afternoon of August 22,2005, I received a phone call 
from Ladd Brown indicating that HoJli was in default under the terms of the Real Estate 
Purchase Contract and instructing me to close the escrow and return all undisbursed funds 
to Ladd Brown as per item 3 of Addendum No. 1 to the Real Estate Purchase Contract. 
12. Over the next 2 weeks I attempted to contact Holli Tetford and inform her 
of the directive I received from Ladd Brown. I finally reached Ms. Telford on September 6, 
2005 who was wholly unaware of the instruction by Ladd Brown. Ms. Telford informed me 
that she would have a lawsuit filed the next day against Beehive and the Browns. 
I dedare that the foregoing Is true and correct under penalty of perjury under 
the laws of the state of Utah and of the United States. Executed this 11 f1kjay of 
October, 2005. I 
On this ~ of October, 05, Jeffrey Bames worn and under oath, 
did appear before me and subscribe the foregoing 4 page d t. 
12/3012895 i:Hs,,"A:~ft9MQCT Document~1/03/06 Page 11 of 1~ 
ADDENDUM NO.2 TO: 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
ASSIGNMENT OF NO'fE AND TRUST DEED 
BETWEENLADD BROWN AND DERIVE CREDIT UNION 
EXECUTED ON APRIL 30, 2003 
Ladd Brown by and through. his contractuaI and designated agent 
Barry Brown dOes hereby assign all rights, title, interest and obligations in and 
under the Note and Trust Deed recorded in the UfBh County Recorders Office on 
May 5, 2003 as entry number 67621 :2003 and secured against the real property 
bearing situs address 280 South 1200 West, Orem, Utah 84058 and parcel number 
18-00S..()095, to i'ls R Telford this 15 tb day of August, 2005. 
This Assignment CO.rttract shall be construed as a written modification 
of the Real Estate Purchase Contract - Land and Addendum no. 1 to Real Estate 
Purchase Contract entered into between H. Telford and Ladd Brown on July 
12. 2005 and requiring H. Telford to deposit $6,000 monthly or otherwise 
pay interest on a certain mortgage naming Beehive Credit Union as the 
beneficiary, until term of the escrow. 
Pursuant to covenant 18 of the Deed of Trust, all-provisions of the 
Deed of Trust shall now apply to~ enure to the benefit of, and bind the assign of 
Ladd Brown, HotrJ Telford. now standing as assignee hereunder. 
Moreover the Deed of Trust conta.in3 no "due 011 sale clause"; thus 
preven.ting the beneficiary from accelerating the sums due under the Note and 
Trust Deed and requiring that the beneficiary continue bolding the Note and Trust 
Deed under it's present terms after this assignment 
Because the principal balance remaining on the Note at the time of this 
assignment when added to the $15,000 deposit made to open escrow may exceed 
the purchase price of the property of $55,000, First American Title shall refund 
any difference owing plus or minus to either the seller or buyer subject to a pay 
off statement by Beehive Credit Union jdentifying the principal balance. 
f
' Finally, any and all br~hf'J) or impairments to this Assignment 
contract shall be prosecuted in the forum of the buyer's residence identified as 
Mal~Idaho. 
"-
Executed this lS!b day of August, 2005. 
H~ Telford 
Subj: RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR PAYOFF STATEMENT ON LAOD 
BROWN PROPERTY 
Date: 8/16/05 
From: Amber Allen 
To: Jeff Barnes 
Jeff: 
I spok.e to our Vice President regarding the new buyer assuming liability on 
the Brown Note and Trust Deed either by assignment or assumption. Mr. 
Hess denies that the trust deed permits that the loan secured against the 
real property may be assigned or assumed. Therefore Beehive will not be 
subscribing an assumption agreement on your escrow number 320-
4525437. Mr. Hess has requested that I inform you that the buyer may 
apply for a new loan in which cose the buyer will need to provide a 
number of financial documents to Beehive Credit Union. will need to pay 
the fees and costs associated with acquiring a new loan, will need to 
certify the value of the property 'through a licensed appraiser and may 
be required to provide other items to as may be necessary. Please feel 
free to contact me jf you have any questions. 
Thanks-
Amber Allen 




Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
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Attorneys For: First American Title Insurance Company 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
H. M. TELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS 
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT 
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST 
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
OF FIRST AMERICAN TITLE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Craig W. Christensen of Craig W. 
Christensen, Chartered, hereby enters his appearance for 
NOTICE OF APPEARJ\NCr.: OF 
FIHST AMERICAN TJ'rLF.; 1 NSURANCE 
COMI'T~NY 
4 2 2 
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Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234-9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
1 2 
Attorneys For: First American Title Insurance Company 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
H. M. TELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs 
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS 
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT 
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST 
Al'1ERICA"N TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
Case No. CIV-05 460-E-MHW 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE 
ON BEHALF OF DEFENDAJ'IT, 
JE FF BA"RNE S 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that Craig T,;J. Christensen of Craig W. 
Christensen, Chartered, hereby enters his appearance for and 
on behalf of the Defendant, Jeff Barnes, in the above referenced 
proceeding. 
DATED This 8 th day of March, 2006. 
NOTICE OF APPEARANCE ON BEHALF 
OF DEFEND]\N'T, JEFF Bl\RNES 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
Attorneys for Jeff Barnes 
{L 
ment 2 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on March 8, 2006, I electronically filed 
the foregoing with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system 
which sent a Notice of Electronic Filing to the following persons: 
Kent IL Higgins 
J. Kevin v~est 
And, I hereby certify that I have mailed by United States 
Postal Service the foregoing document to the following non-CM/ECF 
Registered Participants: 
H. M. Telford 
68 West 100 North 
P. O. Box 168 
Malad City, 1D 83252 
NOTI CE OF 1',PPFJ"Rlo.NCE ON BEH1"LF 
OF DEFEND1\NT, JEFF BARNES -2-
fed ct\fatco\telford\ntc appr barnes 
30 
Kent A. Higgins 
MERR1LL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 N0l1h Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
ISB#3025 
Attorneys for Ladd Brown, Barry Brown 
1 3 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 





) Case No. CV 05-460-E-MHW 
) 
vs. ) AFFIDA VIT OF KENT A. HIGGINS 
) 
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. 
HESS, PERSONALLY AND AS VICE 
PRESIDENT OF BEEHIVE CREDIT 
lJ'NION, BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, 
AMBER ALLEN, FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE INSURANCE CO., AND DOES 1-
10, 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
:ss 













KENT A. HIGGINS, being first duly sworn, deposes and says as follows: 
1) I am counsel of record for defendants Ladd Brown and Barry Brown in the matter of 
Affidavit of Kent A. Higgins 
O:\63\6398\Fcderal court casc\Plcadil1gs\Affidavit of Kent A. Jliggins.wpd Page J 
2 3 
H.M. Telford v. Ladd Brown, et.a!., Case No. CV 05-460-E-MHW, in the United States District 
Court for the District of Idaho, and as such I and have personal knowledge of the following facts. 
2) On file in Case No. CV 05-460-E-MHW is the Affidavit of Barry Brown which statcs 
under oath that his signature on a document designated as "Assignment of Note and Trust Deed 
Between Ladd Brown and Behive (sic) Credit Union Executed on April 30, 2003)" is a forgery. That 
document with its forged signature was attached by Ms. Telford to her complaint. 3 ) 
During the course of my research on this matter I found two decisions from the Tenth Circuit 
Court of Appeals warning Ms. Lundahl of the likelihood of limitations on her right of access to the 
courts if her vexatious practices continued. Lundahl v. Robbins, 129 Fed. Appx. 478,2005 WL 
984486 (C.A. 10 (Utah)); Lundahl v. Fireman's Fund Insurance Co. 129 Fed. Appx. 479, 2005 WL 
984490 (C.A. 10 (Utah)). 
The Browns do not wish to offer testimony of any witnesses at the hearing on May 
15,2006. 
FURTHER YOUR AFFIANT SA YETH NAUGHT. 
DATED this 8th day of May, 2006. 
/s/ Kent A. Higgins 
SUBSCRIBED A::-..iD SWORN TO before me this 8th day of May , 2006. 
(SEAL) 
/s/ Donna K. Calhoun 
Notary Public for the State of Idaho 
Residing at: Pocatello, Idaho. 
Commission expires: October 28th , 2011 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
L HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 8th day of May, 2006, I electronically filed the foregoing 
Affidavit of Kent A. Higgins 
O:\63\6398\Federal court case\Pleadings\Affidavit ofKcllt A. Higgins.wpd Page 2 
3 of 3 
AFFIDAVIT OF KENT A. HIGGINS, with the U.S. District Court. Notice will automatically be 
electronically mailed to the following individuals who are registered with the U.S. District Comi 
CM/ECF System: 
. \V. 
J. Kevin West 
In addition, I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the document by the method indicated 
below, and addressed to the following: 
H.M. Telford 
68 West 100 North #168 
P.O. Box 168 
Malad City, lD 83252 
Affidavit of Kent A. Higgins 








lsi Kent A. Higgins 
0:\63\6398\Fcderal court casc\PJeadings\Affidavit of Kent A. Higgins.wpd Page 3 
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Craig W. Christensen 
CRAIG W. CHRISTENSEN, CHARTERED 
414 South Garfield 
P.O. Box 130 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-0130 
Telephone: (208) 234 -9353 
Fax: (208) 234-9357 
Idaho State Bar No. 2086 
Utah State Bar No. 10355 
.E-mail: cwcc@ida.net 
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Attorneys For: First American Title Company of Idaho, Inc. 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
H. M. TELFORD, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
LADD BROWN, BARRY BROWN AS 
AGENT FOR LADD BROWN, PAUL C. HESS 
PERSONALLY AND AS VICE PRESIDENT 
OF BEEHIVE CREDIT UNION, BEEHIVE 
CREDIT UNION, AMBER ALLEN, FIRST 
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
JEFF BARNES AND DOES 1-10, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
ss. 
County of Ada 
Case No. CIV-05-460-E-MHW 
AFFIDAVIT OF MONINE COLE 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO 
DISMISS OF FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE INSURANCE CO. 
Monine Cole, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am the Vice President/Trust Officer of First American 
Title Company of Idaho, Inc., which is an Idaho Corporation and 
have personal knowledge of the facts set forth herein and make this 
Affidavit for and on its behalf. 
AFFIDAVIT OF' MONJNE COLE IN SUPPORT 
OF MOT10N TO DJSMJSS OF F1RST 
AMERICAN Tl7'=-,E; lNSUR!INCE CO. 
4 7 
Of Clerk's Default dated January 25, 2006 filed in the above 
referenced lawsuit. 
15. To the best of my knowledge First American Title Company 
of Idaho, Inc. has never entered into a business transaction with 
Plaintiff, H.M. Telford. 
16. The first time I became aware of any litigation being 
filed by H.M. Telford against First American Title Insurance Co., 
the name of the party listed as a Defendant by H.M. Telford, was 
when contacted by the offices of Craig W. Christensen, Chartered on 
February 3, 2006. 
17. I am not aware of any legal entity known as First 
American Title Insurance Co. which is the name of the party 
Defendant as named in the Plaintiff's Verified Complaint and Demand 
for Jury Trial. 
18. First ~~erican Title Company of Idaho, Inc. is an Idaho 
Corporation, and is not a "resident of U the State of Utah. 
19. Defendant, Jef f Barnes, is not an employee of First 
American Title Company of Idaho, Inc" but to the best of my 
knowledge is employed by a Utah title insurance corporation. 
20. Defendant I Fi r st Ameri can Title Company of Idaho, Inc. 
has had no business dealings with the Plaintiff, H.M. Telford, nor 
wi th the Defendants I Ladd Brown, Barry Brown, Paul C. Hess, or 
Beehi ve Credit Union with regard to that certain rea 1 property 
AFF'l DAV] T OF MOKINE COLE J N SUPPORT 
OF MOTION TO DISM!SS OF fIRST 
At>lERJ CAN Tl ','LE JNSURPIl\CE CO;.lPI\~~Y 
bk ct/fatco/telford/aff cole.dismius.03.09.06 
-4-
MAR-DS-2006 THU 08:01 AM o W CHRISTENSEN CHTD 2082349357 p, 07 
merged with First A ...·nerican Ad."Pini!!ltratlve Service!!!, Inc. i that 
John W. Weigand i5 the President, Quinn H. Stufflebeam is the 
Secr~tary, and Dwain H. Stufflebeam is a Director. 
25. That a review of the records ot the Secretary of St~te of 
the State of Idaho reveals that there is no legal entity known as 
First American Title Insurance CO'I the name ot the entity listed 
I •. • party Defendant by the ?laintitt, in hor Verified Complaint 
J and Demand For Jur.y Trial. 
t---
SUBSCRIBED A~D SWORN To before me this 9i:!:- day of. Harch, 
2006. 
AFF:DAVIT Or' MONINE COLm IN .sUPPORT 
or MOTION TO DISMI3S OF rr.RS1 
~Wt·~rtkL N tary Public: or 
Residing at: .....,.~, ... ~~ I Idaho 
l~y Corr.nlis.sionExp$i=,,_:;;;;;;~~ 
w:ue .... 1JOOHI 
HcIIiwy. MIll, ..... oIlCii1hc 
...... iI ..... 
....,~ ..... JJiIIi ...... 
JlJ.1ERICAJ-l TITLE INSU!<J\.NClJ; COMPANY -6-
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First American 
Home J Investor Relations / Biography 
. Biography 
Parker S. Kennedy 
Chairman 
First American Financial Corporation 
http://investors.firstam.com/phoenix .zhtm l?c=233 852&p=irol -gov. .. 
FAF: 16.76 
Parker S. Kennedy is chairman of First American Financial Corporation. He is also chairman emeritus of CoreLogic, Inc. , a 
position he assumed in May 2011 after serving as that company's executive chairman following The First American 
Corporation's separation of its Financial Services and Information Solutions businesses in June 2010. Prior to the separation , 
he served as chairman and CEO of the combined entity, a position he assumed in December 2003, after serving as president 
for nearly 12 years. 
Kennedy was named to the board of directors of First American Title in 1981. In 1983, he was named executive vice president 
of First American Title, and then was elected to the same position with The First American Corporation in 1986. In 1987, he 
was elected to the board of The First American Corporation. Since joining First American in 1977, he has also been vice 
president-national sa les director on corporate staff and manager of the firm's Ventura County office in Oxnard , Calif. Earlier he 
was senior vice president of the fi rm 's subsidiary, Fi rst American Ti tle Company of Los Angeles. 
In May 2003, Kennedy was recognized as one of America's top chief executives on Forbes Magazine's prestigious list of 
"Best-Performing Bosses." Ranked at number five, Kennedy was one of only 10 executives from the nation's 500 largest 
companies to receive an A+ efficiency grade for pay versus performance. 
Kennedy was also recently honored by the Marine Corps 9S;J:!Q@rsh iQ Foundation, which presented him with the 2010 Semper 
Fidelis Award in recognition of his lifetime of community and philanthropic leadership and his standing as a pillar of the 
Southern California business community. 
Kennedy serves on the boards of directors of various charitable organizations, including the Fletcher Jones Foundation. He is 
a past chairman of the board of the Santa Ana Chamber of Commerce, the Bowers Museum, and the Orange County Council 
of the Boy Scouts of America. Kennedy is also a past president of the American Land Title Association. 
A member of the California Bar Association, Kennedy practiced law for four years with Levinson & Lieberman in Beverly Hills , 
Calif. He graduated from the University of Southern California, Los Angeles in 1970 with a bachelor of arts Q.Gmg~jl1 social 
science and communication with a concentration in economics, and received his law degree from Hastings College of the Law, 
San Francisco, in 1973. 
Kennedy was born in Orange , Calif., where he now resides. He is the great-grandson of First American's founder, C.E. Parker. 
©2005·2012 First American Financial Corporation and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 
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Home I News I 1999 I First American Title names Thomas S. Hartman regional vice president of its Pacific Northwest operations 
First American Title names Thomas S. Hartman regional 
vice ident of its Pacific Northwest operations 
December 22,1999, SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 
First American Title Insurance Company, one of the nation's largest title insurers, today announced that it has named Thomas 
S. Hartman to the position of regional vice president of its Pacific Northwest region, which includes the states of Alaska, Idaho, 
Montana, Oregon and Washington. 
Hartman joined First American in 1986 as legal counsel in Spokane, Wash. Following that he managed title and escrow 
operations in both Tucson and Phoenix, Ariz. He was the company's Snohomish County manager in Everett, Wash., until 
accepting his most recent position as vice president of special operations for corporate staff in Santa Ana, Calif. Prior to joining 
First American, Hartman worked as an attorney with the Seattle of Preston, Thorgrimson, Ellis & Holman. 
Hartman, a member of the State Bar of Washington, holds a bachelor of arts economics from Washington State 
University in Pullman and a juris doctor from University of California Berkeley's Boalt Hall School of Law. Hartman and his wife, 
Cheryl, will return to Washington to reside in the Seattle area with their two children. 
First American Title Insurance Company, the largest subsidiary of The First American Financial Corporation (NYSE: FAF), 
traces its history to 1889. One of the largest title insurers in the nation, the company offers title services through more than 500 
offices and an extensive network of agents throughout the United States and abroad. The company has its headquarters in 
Santa Ana, Calif. Information about The First American Financial Corporation's subsidiaries and an archive of its press 
releases can be found on the Internet at www.firstam.com. 
©2005-2012 First Jlmerican Financial Corporation and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 
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Name: FIRST AMERICAN TITLE l~URAN(E COMPANY 





SANTA ANA, CA 92707 
Phone: (714) 250-3000 
ToU-Free: (800) 854-3643 
Web: WW'N, fir-starn.com 
Line Description 
Title 
Utah Business Search - Details 
E 
Entity Number: 608032-0143 
Company Type: Corporation - Foreign - Profit 
Address: 1 FIRST AMERICAN WAY Santa Ana, CA 92707 
State of Origin: CA 
Registered Agent: CORPORATION SERVICE COMPANY 
Registered Agent Address: 
2180 SOUTH 1300 EAST STE 650 
Salt Lake City, UT 84106 
Status: Active as of 0410312006 
Renew By: 02/14/2013 
Status Description: Good Standing 
Employment Verification: Not Registered with Verify Utah 
Registration Date: 02/14/1969 
http://www.doi.idaho.goYlinsurance/lnsurerDetail.aspx?COA=899 
Home Idaho. gOY Contact Us 
Search 
Consumers I Companies I Medicare-SHIBA 
Licensing Services I State Fire Marshal 
Company Type~ . ..:rj 
License Numbrt:899 
Date Admitte . , 69 
License Status: Active 
NAIC Code: 50814 
NAIC Group Code: 0070 
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First American - First American 
First American 
Home I About 
About First American 
Our Operations 
.. Banking and Investment Management 
.. Insurance and Home Warranty 
.. Internationai Services 
.. Title Insurance and Services 
Company Information 
.. History of First American 
.. of Sites 
.. Diversity 
.. Supplier Information 
Caring for our Community 
.. Caring for Our Community 
http://www.firstam.com/aboUl/index.html 
Company Information 
More Locations to Serve You 
As one of the largest title insurance companies 
in the nation, First American offers title 
insurance and settlement services through its 
direct operations and an extensive network of 
agents throughout the United States and 
internationally. View our office directory. 
Commitment to Innovation 
We never stop looking for ways to improve how 
we deliver our products and services to you 
Our reputation as an industry leader stems from 
years of pioneering new insurance coverages 
and creating ground-breaking new technology 
systems to speed production and improve 
delivery. View some of the many resources we 
offer online. 
©2005-2012 First American Financial Corporation and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved. 
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Contact Us - First American - About - Company Infon11ation http://www.firstam.com/about/company-infonnation/contact-us.html 
Home / About / Company Information / Contact Us 
Conta t s 
Home Office: 
First American Financial Corporation 
1 First American Way 
Santa Ana, California 92707 





Quickly locate a Title Office or other First American Offices, using our ~.'.'.!""."~.'='''-'' .. ~c..). 
Job Opportunities: 
Please visit our -"'-"'~~. page to view current ~'-="-=,'-=:.:.== 
Title Claims Contact: 
For general inquiries or to file a claim, visit our Submitting a Claim page 
Media Relations Contact: 
Media/Public Relations 
1.800.854.3643 ext. 3298 
First American Webmaster: 
For Web site related inquiries or to report a site problem .=--'.',""'.''--'l .. '''''-•. ~=.' .. '.'''''..o.".' 
t( 
it /J r1 
-.::J/ 
First American Financial Corporation 
1 First American Way 
Santa Ana, California 92707 
iV:ap data ©2012 Google 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
) 
H.M. TELFORD, ) 
) 
Plaintiff, ) Case No. 4:05-cv-00460-RCT 
) 
v. ) ORDER GRANTING 
) DEFENDANTS'MOTIONS 
LADD BROWN, ) TO DISMISS, DENYING 
et al., ) PLAINTIFF'S APPLICATION 
) FOR ENTRY OF DEFAULT 
Defendants. ) AND MOTION FOR RULE TO 
) SHOW CAUSE, AND 
) DECLARING MOOT 
) DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
) STRIKE; ORDER TO SHOW 
) CAUSE 
) 
Pending before the Court are the following motions: Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss (Docket No.3); Defendants' Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 21); 
Defendants' Motion to Strike Declarations (Docket No. 30); Plaintiff's Application 
for Entry of Default (Docket No. 36); Plaintiff's Motion for Rule to Show Cause 
(Docket No. 40); and Defendant's Motion to Dismiss (Docket No. 51). Having 
reviewed the pleadings, and being fully advised, the Court rules as follows: 
-




has little doubt that H.M. Telford is the same Holli Telford who has initiated 
numerous actions in this and other courts. See, e.g., Lundahl v. QUinn, 67 P.3d 
1000, 1002 (Utah 2003) ("Holli has chosen to make legal self-representation a 
full-time hobby, if not a career .... "). The Court also notes that Holli Telford 
admits that she has aliases, including "Holli Lundahl," Declaration of Holli 
Telford at 2, Telford v. Brown, No. 05-460 (D. Idaho 2006), and that she has 
submitted filings in this case under the name Holli Telford. !d. In one case 
recently dismissed by this Court, Plaintiff filed suit as "H. Lundahl." Hurst v. 
Carney, No. 05-459 (D. Idaho 2006). Befne the District Court of the Sixth 
Judicial District of the State ofIdaho, Holli Telford also admitted that Holli 
Telford and Marti Telford are the same person. Minute Entry & Order, 
Brown, No. 2005-139 (Idaho D. Ct. 2005). Yet in this case, Plaintiff represents 
that Marti are distinct individuals. the same Idaho state case, 
Holli made an appearance as "Holli M. Telford." 
In the first Motion, Defendants' Ladd Brown and Barry Brown as agent for 
Ladd Brown ("the Browns") assert several bases for their Motion to Dismiss. 
Because the Court finds that it lacks over these out-of-state 
it needs not reach the merits of all claims asserted. This Court lacks 
jurisdiction because Plaintiff has not alleged sufficient facts to show that: (1) the 
ORDER-2 
act giving rise to the cause of action falls within the scope of the Idaho long-arm 
statute; and (2) the constitutional standards of due process are met. See Smalley v. 
Kaiser, 950P.2d 1248, 1251 (Idaho 1997). 
Plaintiff cannot show that any business was transacted in Idaho or that a 
tortious act was committed within the state. Similarly, none of the other bases for 
jurisdiction under the long-arm statute are met. Plaintiff claims that the transaction 
involved phone calls received in Idaho and that she was doing business on behalf 
of an Idaho company. She also claims that both H.M. Telford and Marti Telford 
are residents of the State of Idaho. E.g., Complaint at 2, Telford v. Brown, No. 05-
460 (D. Idaho 2006). The Court rejects these contentions as patently false. First, 
Plaintiff claims that she became a resident of Idaho in "the latter part of 2003." 
Declaration ofH.M. Telford at 2, Telford v. Brown, No. 05-460 (D. Idaho 2006). 
However, in one recent filing with this Court, Plaintiff admits that she was a 
of Utah. Complaint at 2, Lundahl v. NAR Inc., No. 05-127 (D. Idaho 2005). 
Further, no indication of an agency relationship can be found on the real estate 
contracts at issue. And, finally, the contract to which Plaintiff subscribed listed a 
toll phone number and Box address for the Plaintiff. Thus it is highly unlikely that 
business transactions occurred in Idaho such that the non-resident defendants in 
Utah would have fair warning that the particular activity would subject them to a 
ORDER-3 
foreign state's jurisdiction. See St. Alphonsus Reg '/ Med. etr. v. Washington, 852 
P .2d 491 , 495 (Idaho 1993). 
Plaintiff's alternate grounds for contending that jurisdiction exists, the 
Racketeering Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act, 18 U.S.c. § 1961 et seq. 
("RICO"), the Interstate Land Sales Full Disclosure Act, 15 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. 
("Land Sales Act"), and the Idaho Consumer Protection Act and Racketeering 
statutes, also do not provide this Court with personal jurisdiction over these non-
resident defendants. The Ninth Circuit has held: 
For nationwide service to be imposed [under RICO], the court must have 
personal jurisdiction over at least one of the participants in the alleged 
multi district conspiracy and the plaintiff must show that there is no other 
district in which a court will have personal jurisdiction over all of the 
alleged co-conspirators. 
Butcher's Union v. SDC Inv., Inc., 788 F.2d 535,539 (9th Cif. 1986). Plaintiff has 
not alleged that the requirements for nationwide service are met. Under the 
Sales Act, 15 U.S.c. § 1719 confers jurisdiction in the district where the offer or 
sale took place. Here, the offer and sale took place in Utah, not Idaho, so the Land 
Sales Act does not allow this Court to assert personal jurisdiction over the Utah 
defendants. Moreover, there is no basis for personal jurisdiction under the Idaho 
statutes and pendent jurisdiction cannot be invoked in this case. 
Because this Court concludes that Plaintiff has not alleged facts sufficient 
ORDER - 4 
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for the Court to exercise personal jurisdiction over the Browns, the Motion to 
Dismiss (Docket No.3) is GRANTED. 
In the second Motion, Defendants Paul C. Hess, Amber Allen, and Beehive 
Credit Union ("the Beehive Defendants") move to dismiss this action for lack of 
personal jurisdiction. Plaintiff has failed to allege a sufficient basis for this Court 
to assert jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants-all residents of Utah who do not 
conduct business in Idaho and lack sufficient contacts with the state. For the 
reasons set forth in relation to the Browns' motion, Plaintiff has not demonstrated 
that the facts giving rise to the instant cause of action fall within the scope of the 
Idaho long-arm statute or that jurisdiction is otherwise proper. Because this Court 
lacks personal jurisdiction over the Beehive Defendants, their Motion to Dismiss 
(Docket No. 21) is GRANTED. 
The third Motion to Dismiss was brought by First American Title Insurance 
Company ofIdaho, Inc. (Docket No. 51). Rule 7.I(e) of the District ofIdaho 
Local Civil Rules requires a party to tile a response to an opposing party's motion 
within twenty-one days. Plaintiff has failed to file a response to the Motion, which 
the Court "deem[s] to constitute a consent to ... the granting of said motion .... " 
Local Rule 7.I(e). Accordingly, the Motion to Dismiss is GRANTED. 
The Browns have brought a Motion to Strike the declarations ofYnnette 
ORDER- 5 
Accordingly, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Defendants' Motions to Dismiss 
(Docket Nos. 3,21,51) shall be, and are hereby, GRANTED. Plaintiffs' claims 
against all Defendants except leffBames are DISMISSED with prejudice in their 
entirety. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendants' Motion to Strike 
Declarations (Docket No. 30) is MOOT. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff's Application for Entry of 
Default (Docket No. 36) and Plaintiffs Motion for Rule to Show Cause (Docket 
No. 40) are DENIED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Plaintiff will Show Cause, if any she has, 
within fourteen (14) days of the date of this Order as to why the claims against 
Defendant Barnes should not be dismissed. Failure to respond will result in entry 
of dismissal as to all claims against Defendant Barnes. 
DATED this 7th day of April, 2006 at Seattle, Washington. 
ORDER - 8 
/<'" , . ..-{,..-...,e'· 
KJ.c.-t «Ak [~:'--It#!if~ 
RICHARD c. TALLMAN 
United States Circuit Judge 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Date of investigation 12/14/2006 
On December 11, 2006, detective Schwartz was 
telephonically interviewed at his place of employment, Oneida County 
Sheriff's office regarding Rolli Lundahl's claimed residence at 10621 
S. Old Righway 191, Malad City Idaho 83252. After being advised of 
the identity of the interviewing Agent and the purpose of the 
interview, Detective Schwartz provided the following information: 
Detective Schwartz advised that he had visited Rolli's 
alleged residence at 10621 S. Old Highway 191, Malad City Idaho to 
verify any occupancy of the residence for purposes of the upcoming 
bail appeal hearing and to support the competency of an earlier filed 
contempt judgment entered against Holli by federal judge Richard 
Tallman in June of 2006 barring Rolli from filing any cases in the 
state of Idaho on the alleged grounds that Rolli did not own or 
reside at the real property situs address 10621 S. Old Highway 191 y 
Malad City Idaho. Judge Tallman had asked us to investigate into 
perjury charges against Ms. Lundahl. 
Detective Schwartz admitted that he interviewed the 
county tax assessor who reported that no residence existed at this 
address! and further, that no homestead exemption had ever been 
recorded to obtain property tax benefits for a residence property_ 
Detective Schwartz then visited the property in support of a 
prospective perjury prosecution prompted by Judge Tallm&~. Detective 
Schwartz reported that there Was indeed an old farm house and barn 
located at Lundahl's claimed residence address but that Lundahl could 
not have been residing at the property because there ~as no power to 
the building. Detective SchWartz reported that he could not enter 
or see into the residence because the windows were completely covered 
and all accesses were locked. Based on detective Schwartz's report 
that no power existed to the building, an additional perjury charge 
was submitted. 
Salt Lake City, utah 
49-5U-62776 
Dal~ d",;ated 12/14/2006 
b\ Sonja Sorenson: eva 
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08/15/2005 l~ase 4:d5I ffltL,tJD9v -RCT Document 7~tLrFIJl~tftjft/16/06 Page 1 of 75 
HaLL! LUNOAH L, et aL 
PO BOX 168 
MALAD CITY, IDAHO 
ATTORNEYS PRO SE 
HOLL! LUNDAHL, et al. 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
NAR INC., et aL 
Defendants. 
UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF IDAHO 
CASE NO. CV-OS-127-E-RCT 
REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE 
OF THE ATTACHED DOCUMENTS 
FILED WITH THIS COURT ON APRIL 
7, 2006 PURSUANT TO FRCP RULE 
15(a) AND IMPROPERLY RETURNED 
TO PL.AINTIFFS ... 
IN SUPPORT OF: 
PLAINTIFF'S RULE 59(a} MOTION TO 
REOPEN THE CASE AND RECEIVE 
PLAINTIFF'S TIMELY FILED "FIRST 
AMENDED COMPLAINT" PREVIOUSLY 
SUBMrTTED TO THIS COURT ON APRIL 
7,2006 
JUDGE RICHARD TALLMAN 
PAGE 01 
In April of 2006, plaintiffs notified the court that the complaint on file in this case, 
was nota true, correct, frlthmd comp1e1e cnpy ofp1aintiffs comp1all'l1 o1'iginal1y suomltteOlo 
this court in April of 2005 and that plaintiffs questioned the authenticity of the filed complaint. 
[
In accordance therewith, plaintiffs submitted a First Amended Complaint along 
with a filing fee to correct the record on April 7, 2006. 
In July of 2006, the clerk of this court returned plaintiffs FAC on the claimed 
basis that the clerk could not locate the money order check submitted with plaintiffs FAC in 
April of 2006. See exhibit "2" attached hereto for copy of the court's letter. The clerk 
could not locate the money order check because the clerk had earlier sent the money order 
back to LUNDAHL at around the same time the court issued the OSC to declare 
I , 
08/15/2005 cas~ 4:0@Jc?Ji-CftPf32'1-RCT Document 1@LLPtM'@~/16/06. Page 7 of 75 
, United States Courts ' 
Cameron S. Burke, Court Executive 
Rolli Lundahl 
PO Box168 
Malad, ID 83252 
Dear Ms. Lundahl, 
U.S. Federal Bldg & Courthouse 
550 W Fort St, Bo,;: 039 
BOise, ID 83724 
PH: (208) 334-1361 
FAX: (208) 334-9362 
• ~ ... ~ 
July 14, 2006 
Your documents are being returned to you along with a copy of the Order signed by Judge 
Tallman in case CV 05-127-E-RCT. Docket #50. 
At this time the Court is unable to locate the check you submitted with your filing. You may 
need to take any steps you feel necessary regarding the check. If the Court does locate your 
check, it will be returned to you immediately. We apologize for any inconvenience this may 
have caused you. 
Sincerely, 
Cameron S. Burke 




U.S. District Court 
District of Idaho (LIVE Database)Version 5.1.1 (Pocatello - Eastern) 
CIVIL DOCKET FOR CASE #: 4:05-cv-OOI27-RCT 
Lundahl et al v NAR Inc. et al 
Assigned to: Judge Richard C. Tallman 
Date Filed: 04/08/2005 
Date Terminated: 08/0112006 
Jury Demand: Plaintiff Case in other court: Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals, 06-
56436 
Cause: 18: J 961 Racketeering (RICO) Act 





















file:/IIC:/U scrs/Elham/Desktop/DktRpl. p l.htm 
Jurisdiction: Federal Question 
represented by Holli Lundahl 
PO Box168 
Malad, ID 83252 
PROSE 
represented by S Walker 
68 West 100 North 
Malad City, ID 83252 
PROSE 




1J1SUlCl or wano LIve LNII tA .. A" rage jar 'j 
Price. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibits A-B# 2. Exhibit C# .} Exhibit D-H# :! Exhibit 
1-0# 2. Declaration of Ronald F. Price)Ga,) (Entered: 04/28/2005) 
05/04/2005 2 ORDER denying 1 Motion for Leave to Proceed in forma pauperis. Plaintiffs 
shall pay the filing fee of $250 within 30 days of the date of this Order before 
this matter shall be allowed to proceed further. Signed by Judge Larry M. 
Boyle. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the addresses 
listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
0511312005 RETUR!\T MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: 2 Order Ga, ) 
07/2812005 ORDER that this matter is referred to the Clerk of Court for reassignment to a 
District Judge. Signed by Judge Larry M. Boyle. (caused to be mailed to non 
Registered Pariicipants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
07/28/2005 NOTICE of Case Number Change by the Clerk's Office from ClV 05-127-E-
LMB to CIV 05-127-E-BL W. Please use new case number on all future filings. 
re Order Ga, ) 
07128/2005 SUMMONS Returned Executed by Holli Lundahl. Michael Wilkens served on 
711312005, answer due 8/2/2005. Ga,) (Entered: 08/0112005) 
07128/2005 SUMMONS Returned Executed by Holli Lundahl. Christine Durham served 
on 7113/2005, answer due 8/2/2005. Ga,) (Entered: 08/0112005) 
07/2812005 SUM::v10NS Returned Executed by Holli Lundahl. Matthew Durrant served on 
7113/2005, answer due 8/2/2005. Ga, ) (Entered: 08/0112005) 
08/10/2005 RETURl1\J MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: Order, Ga,) 
02/0112006 17 DOCKET ENTRY ORDER - This case is hereby referred to Judge Richard C. 
Tallman, United States Circuit Judge, for the Ninth Circuit COUli of Appeals, 
resolution of the entire case. All motions shall be decided on the briefs and 
record. Judge B. LYIID Winmill. (caused to be mailed to Holli Lundahl, P.O. 
Box 833, Lehi, Utah 84043. (non Registered Participarlts at the addresses listed 
on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by sbh) 
02110/2006 RETURN MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: 17 Order Cia) 
04/07/2006 9 ORDER Show Cause Hearing set for 5119/2006 0] :00 PM in Boise, ID before 
Honorable Richard C. Tallman .. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused 
to be mailed to non Registered Paliicipants at the addresses listed on the Notice 
of Electronic Filing (NEF) by jg, ) (Entered: 04/] 112006) 
04113/2006 20 DOCKET ENTRY ORDER - AMENDED NOTICE OF HEARING - Please 
be advised that thc date and time of the Order to Show Cause hearing has been 
changed from May 19,2006 at 1:00 p.m. to Monday, May 15,2006 at 1:30 
p.m. at the James A. McClure Federal Building and U.S. COUlihouse in Boise, 
Idaho. Please make note of the new date and time. Signed by Judge Richard C. 
Tallman. (caused 10 be mailed to non Registered Participants at the addresses 
listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing C'JEF) by sbh) Modified on 4114/2006: 
served by certified mail retrun rcceipt requested on Holli Lundahl PO Box 833, 
Lchi. lJT 84043. Article #7099322000046891 7137(jlg.). 
filc://IC:/Users/Elham/Dcskl0p/DktRpLpl.htm 6/J 7/2012 












NOTICE of Hearing: Show Cause Hearing set for 5115/2006 1 :30 AM in 
Boise, ID before Honorable Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non 
Registered Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by dkh, ) (Entered: 04114/2006) 
RETUR,l\J MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: Order, Set 
Deadlines/Hearings" Gg, ) Additional attachrnent(s) added on 4/20/2006 Gg, ). 
RESPONSE TO INVITATION TO SUBMIT INFORMATION REGARDING 
HOLLI LUNDAHL'S VEXATIOUS LITIGATION by LAHA. (dkb,) 
(Entered: 04/2112006) 
RETURN MAIL undelivered as to S Walker re: Notice of Hearing GIg, ) 
(Entered: 04/24/2006) 
RETURi\J MAIL undelivered as to S Walker re: 20 Docket Entry Order GIg, ) 
(Entered: 04/24/2006) 
SUBMISSION OF INFORMATION to Court in Response to Order, filed 
417 /06 and Notice of Hearing, filed 4/13/06 filed by Interested Parties Eli Lilly 
and Company, Inc., Advanced Cardiovascular Systems, Inc. Ga) Additional 
attachment(s) added on 5/1/2006 Ga, ). (Entered: 05/01/2006) 
MEMORANDUM/BRIEF re Order, Set Deadlines/Hearings", 20 Order", 
') Notice of Hearing filed by Jeffrey Compton The Compton Defendants~ The 
Strong & Hanni Defendants' and CNA's Joint Memorandum in Support of 
Entry of Vexatious Litigant Order Against HoW Lundahl (REFERENCE CASE 
NO. 05-127). (Evett, Joshua) Sealed document on 5/8/2006, wrong image was 
attached and attorney will re-file (jIg, ). 
Order, Set Deadlines/Hearings", 20 Order,,, 
') Notice of Hearing filed by Jeff'i-ey Compton The Compton Defendants', the 
Strong & Hanni Defendants' and CNA's Joint Memorandum in Support of 
Entry of Vexatious Litigant Order Against HoW Lundahl (REFERENCE CASE 
NOS. 06-14 and 05-145). (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit ofJoseph N. Pilile in 
Support of Entry of Vexatious Litigant Order Against Holli Lundahl & Ex. A 
& B# 2 Affidavit Exhibits C-G)(Evett, Joshua) 
MEMORANDUM/BRIEF re Order, Set Deadlines/Hearings", 20 Order,,, 
Memorandum/Brief (generic), Memorandum/Brief (generic), 
Memorandum/Brief (generic), '} Notice of Hearing filed by Jeffrey Compton 
171e Elam & Burke Defendants' Memorandum in Support of Entry of Vexatious 
Litif{ant Order Against Holli Lundahl (REFERENCE CASE NOS.: 06-14 and 
05-145). (Evett Joshua) 
.l() AFFIDA VJT of J. Kevin West re Order, Set Deadlines/Hearings .. filed by 
Paul C. Hess, Amber Allen and Beehive Credit Union. (Werth. Randall) 

















AFFIDAVIT of Kent A. Higgins filed by LAHA. (Higgins, Kent) 
EMERGENCY MOTION to Continue the order to show cause hearing 
declaring Holli Lundahl a vexatious litigant for two weeks until 5/31/06; 
declaration by Holli Lundahl. Responses due by 6/5/2006 (dkh, ) (Entered: 
05/12/2006) 
ORDER denying Emergency Motion to Continue order to show cause 
hearing. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non 
Registered Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by dkh, ) 
RETU~N MAIL undelivered as to Holli Lundahl re: 20 Order (ia) 
Exhibits by Plaintiff Holli Lundahl re Show Cause Hearing. (Attachments: 
# 1 # ~ # 1 # :1 # l)(ia) (Entered: 05116/2006) 
Exhibits by Plaintiff Holli Lundahl re Show Cause Hearing. (Attachments: 
# 1 First Amended Complaint from CV 05-145# 2 attaclments #.2 
continuation# :1 continuation# 1 continuation# Q continuation# 1 continuation) 
(ia) (Entered: 05/16/2006) 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER. Plaintiff Holli Lundahl is 
enjoined from filing any further action, pleading, or letters in this Court in any 
civil matter without first obtaining leave of the Chief United States District 
Judge. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non 
Registered Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by ja, ) Additional attachment(s) added on 5/24/2006 (ia, ). 
RETU~N MAIL undelivered as to S Walker re: Order on Motion to 
Continue (ia, ) 
Lodged Document by Holli Lundahl (Attaclmlents: # L continuation# ~ 
Exhibits 1-3# 1 Exhibits 4-5# 1. Exhibits 6-19# 1 Exhbits 20-38# Exhibits 39-
50# 1 Exhibits 51-52#.li Exhibits 52 (continued)-53)(ja) (Entered: 06/0112006) 
ORDER Striking Pleading dkt # filed by Holli Lundahl, . Signed by Judge 
Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Pa11icipants at the 
addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
RETURJ\f MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: Memorandum Decision 
Order (ia) 
RETURi\J MAIL undelivered as to S Walker re: Order (ia) 
Lodged Document by Holli Lundahl (Attachments: # 1 # ,~ # 3)(ia) 
SUPPLEMENT by Plaintiff Holli Lundahl re 1\otice (Other). (Attachments: 
# # ~~)(ia, ) 
SUPPLEMENT by PlaintifI I-Iolli Lundahl re Lodged Document. 
fi Ic:1 1 IC:!L sers/Elham/Desktop/DktRpt.pl.htm 6/17/2012 












(Attachments: # 1 # 2 # J # :± # 2 # Q)(ja, ) 
ORDER Striking Plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice re . Should 
Plaintiff seek to file additional pleadings purporting to respond, supplement, or 
evade the Court's May 24, 2006, and June 1,2006, Orders, the Court will 
impose sanctions for contempt of court. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. 
(caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the addresses listed on 
the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
LODGED "Amended Motion & Memorandum" by Holli Lundahl 
(Attachments: # 1 continuation# ~,Exhibit 1-16# J Exhibit 17-29# 4 Exhibit 
30-37#:2 Exhibit 38-43 part 1# fl Exhibit 38-43 part 2# 1 Exhibit 44)(ja) 
(Entered: 07/06/2006) 
RETUR.1\J MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker (ja) 
Lodged Document "Amended Motion and Memorandum" by Holli Lundahl 
(appears to be a duplicate of Docket #49 originally filed on 6/22/06, now re-
filed on 7/5/06) (Attachments: # 1 continued# ~ Exhibits 1-16# J Exhibits 17-
29# 4 Exhibits 30-37# 5 Exhibits 38-42# 6 Exhibit 42 continued-43# 7 Exhibit - - - -
44 )(ja, ) (Entered: 07113/2006) 
ORDER The Court hereby imposes upon Plaintiff Holli Lundahl the 
mnonetary sanction in the amount of $500 for her contumacious behavior, 
payable within 7 days of the entry of this order to the Clerk of this Court. 
Plainitiff is hereby enjoined and restrained from filing or lodging any further 
documents with the Court in this or any other pending or future case in the US 
District Court for the District ofIdaho until such time as she presents proof that 
she has made payment with the Clerk of this contempt sanction. Signed by 
Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants 
at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
(Entered: 0711 012006) 
CERTIFICATE of Clerk - mailed another copy of Order to Holli LundahL 
10621 S Old Highway 91, WoodruffID 83252 and Holli Lundahl, PO Box 
168, Malad City ID 83252 (ja, ) 
RETURt1\J MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: Order (ja, ) 
Money Order for $500 submitted by Holli Lundahl for sanctions (ja, ) 
24 Letter re: Holli Lundahl's filing 7/31106 (ja) 
LODGED "NOTICE ofInvo]untary compliance to the Court's 11/7/06 OSC 
Order Requiring plaintiff to pay a criminal sanction of $500 in borrowed funds 
to protect her rights to access the courts; To be considered with Lundahl's 
separately filed motion to invoke criminal procedures in decising contempt 
matters against Lundahl; in particular a jury trial under the sixth amendment; 
Motion to exceed the page limitation on plaintiffs amended summary 
judgment motion to decree various pre-filing orders entered over the past 9 
years against Lundahl-void as a matter oflaw" by Holli Lundahl Cia, ) 
ORDER DISMISSI'\'G CASE with prejudice in its entirety. Signed by Judge 
Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the 
fi le:11 IC:/L sers/Elham/Desktop/DktRpt. pl.htm 6/17/2012 












JUDGMENT in favor of dfts against plas; Case dismissed with prejudice. 
Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered 
Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by 
dks, ) 
EXPEDITED MOTION to demand to invoke criminal procedures in deciding 
contempt allegations against pIa Lundahl in Re: the 5/24/06 and 7/7/06 
criminal contempt orders, said procedures to include: 1) The right to be charge 
by indictment by a properly empaneled Federal Grand Jury 2) The right to the 
presumption of innocence until proven guilty 3) The right to proof of the 
criminal accusations beyond a reasonable doubt 4) The right to a disinterested 
prosecutor 5) The right to confront and examine witnesses 6) The right to a 
jury trial and 7) The right to an impartial Judge or in the alternative, to issue an 
expedited order adjudicating the 5/24/06 and 7/7/06 contempt order as final 
criminal contempt orders subject to immediate appeal by Holli Lundahl. 
Responses due by 8/28/2006 (dks, ) (Entered: 08/08/2006) 
NOTICE OF APPEAL of all criminallcivil sanction judgments and civil 
judgments as to Judgment; Demand to file Exhibit "1" missing from the 
record by Holli Lundahl. Filing fee $ 455. (Notice sent bye-mail to Court 
Reporter) (ja, ) Modified on 8/8/2000 to edit text (ja, ). 
RECEIPT: Filing Fee Received $ 455, receipt # 40500328 (ja, ) 
Transmission of Notice of Appeal and Docket Sheet to US Court of Appeals re 
_ Notice of Appeal (ja, ) 
ORDER dismissing this case with prejUdice in its entirety; the Clerk shall 
refund the $500 previously paid by Plaintiff on 7/31106; For the limited 
purpose of correcting the Court's prior orders, Plaintiffs request for relief from 
judgment is granted (cc: finance dept by ja); The Court's prior orders at 
and are hereby amended. Signed by Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be 
mailed to non Registered Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of 
Electonic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) Modified on 8/8/06 to edit text and link to dkt 
60 (ja). 
ORDER AT DOCKET NO. 50 AS AMENDED re . Signed by Judge 
Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the 
addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja,) 
ORDER AT DOCKET NO. 56 AS AMENDED re . Signed by Judge 
Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the 
addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
JUDGMENT is hereby reentered in favor of Defendants, Plaintiffs shall take 
nothing, and the case is dismissed with prejudice. Signed by Judge Richard C. 
Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non Registered Participants at the addresses 
listed on the Notice of Electronic Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
ORDER dismissing the Demand to file Exhibit "1" missing from the 
record. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non 
file:! I /C:/U sers/Elham/Dcsktop/DktRptpl.htm 6/17/2012 
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Registered Pm1icipants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by ja, ) Modified on 8/8/2006 to link to correct document Ga, ). 
0810812006 66 CERTIFICATE of Clerk re Order #61, #62, #63, #64 and #65; copies mailed to 
Holli Lundahl, Ronald Price and S Walker at addresses listed on NEFs on 
8/8/2006 (ks) 
08109/2006 RETURN MAIL undelivered as to S Walker re: Judgment Ga, ) (Entered: 
08/1 0/2006) 
08/1612006 RETURN MAIL undelivered as to S. Walker re: Ga) (Entered: 
08/17/2006) 
08/1612006 MOTION to Reopen Case and receive plaintiffs timely filed "First Amended 
Complaint" previously submitted to this court on 4/7/06 and attached to 
plaintiffs Request for Judicial Notice filed concurrently herewith by Holli 
Lundahl. Responses due by 9/1112006 (Attachments: # 1 Memorandum in 
Support)Ga) (Entered: 08118/2006) 
08/16/2006 REQUEST FOR JUDICIAL NOTICE OF THE Attached Documents filed 
with this Court on 4/7/06 pursuant to FRCP Rule 15(a) and Improperly 
returned to plaintiffs in support of Plaintiffs Rule 59(a) Motion to Reopen the 
Case by Plaintiff Holli Lundahl for (Attachments: # 1 continuation# 2: 
continuation) Ga) (Entered: 08/18/2006) 
08/2112006 ORDER denying Motion to Reopen Case, denying Request for Judicial 
Notice. Signed by Judge Richard C. Tallman. (caused to be mailed to non 
Registered Participants at the addresses listed on the Notice of Electronic 
Filing (NEF) by ja, ) 
08/28/2006 AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL by Holli Lundahl of all criminal and civil 
smlction orders, final and amended final judgments and the Rule 59 Order 
denying Plaintiffs Motion to reopen judgment and file Plaintiffs First 
Amended Complaint. Amendment to 1\otice of Appeal,. (Attachments: # 
attaclunents to Amended Notice of Appeal)Ga) (Entered: 08/2912006) 
08/29/2006 CERTIFICATE of Clerk re Amended Notice of Appeal and attaclmlents 
mailed to 9th Circuit Court of Appeals by ja Ga) 
09112/2006 RETURtl\i MAIL undelivered as to Holli Lundahl re: Order, Set 
Deadlines/Hearings" (jg, ) 
09/12/2006 RETURN MAIL undelivered as to Holli Lundahl re: '1 Notice of Hearing 
Ga, ) 
09112/2006 RETURN MAIL undelivered as to Holli Lundahl re: Order on Motion to 
Continue (ja, ) 
0911512006 RETURi'.J MAIL undelivered as to Holli Lundahl re: 20 Order" (ja, ) 
11/03/2006 USCA Case Number 06-56436 for Notice of Appcal, filed by Bolli 
Lundahl. (dks, ) 
02/20/2007 Letter from Bolli Lundahl Ga, ) (Entered: 02/26/2007) 
fi Ie:! IIC:/U sers/Elhal11/Desklop/DklR p1.pl.ht111 6/17/2012 
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Company Structure for Pacific Life, Pacific Mutual, Pacific Life & ... http://www.pacificlife.com/PLIAbout+Pacific+Life/Overview/Cam ... 
PACIfIC LIFE 
Overview Insurance Ratings 
Company Structure 
Chan Your Course 
Financials & Investments 
Company Structure 
Products & Services 
Annuities, Life Insurance. & Mutual F.mds 
Foundation & Community Leadership 
About Pacific Ufe 
Learn About Pacfic Ufe 
News 
Pacific Mutual Holding Company (PMHC) is a mutual insurance holding 
company, formed in 1997, whose members are policyholders and contract 
holders of Pacific Life ;nsura"ce Company and, as a result, have the ability to 
attend an annual meeting of Pacific Mutual and to elect its board of directors 
Through its direct and indirect subsidiaries, Pacific Mutual is engaged in a wide 
variety of insurance, financial services, and other investment-related 
businesses. For more information about Pacific Mutual, please visit 
http://www.PacificMuiua!.com 
Pacific LifeCorp is an intermediate stock holding company and is a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of PMHC. Pacific Life counts more than half of the 100 
largest U.S. companies as its clients.' Pacific LifeCorp's subsidiaries include: 
Pacific Life Insurance Company, Pacific Life Re. and various other entities. 
Founded in 1868, Pacific Ufe Insurance Companl provides life insurance 
products, annuities, and mutual funds, and offers to individuals, businesses, 
and pension plans a variety of tnv!3stmef1\ pr.oducts and services. Its 
headquarters is in Newport Beach, California. 
Pacific Life & Company offers a wide range of products, including life 
insurance, annuities, structured settlement annuities, and other investment 
products and services for individuals and businesses, Fo:- more information 
about Pacific Life & Annuity. please visit 
CI!ent cowr:! as of May 201 i IS compiled by Pacrfic Ufe usmg the 2011 FORTUNE 500® fist 
2 Pacific Life Insurance Company IS ifcensec In all states except New York. Product features and availability vary by state. 
Copyright 2012 © Pacific Life Insurance Company 
Client Account Sign-In 




Our Bfend leor: 
$ponsofships 
Gre.e1 initiatives 
fo~low us 0;1 
c 
Pacific Mutual Holding Company and Subsidiaries 
(In Millions) DECEMBER 31, 
ASSETS 
Investments: 
Fixed maturity securities available for sale, 
at estimated fair value 
Equity securities available for sale, 




(includes VIE assets of $351 and $263) 
TOTAL INVESTMENTS 
Cash and cash equivalents 
(includes VIE assets of $26 and $4) 
t 
Restricted cash (includes VIE assets of $200 and $170) 
Deferred policy acquisition costs 
Aircraft leasing portfolio, net 
(includes VIE assets of $1,838 and $2,154) 
Other assets (includes VIE assets of $32 and $40) 
Separate account assets 
TOTAL ASSETS 
room 
LIABILITIES AND EQUITY 
Liabilities: 
Policyholder account balances 
Future policy benefits 
Long-term debt (includes VIE debt of $1,150 and $1,592) 
Other liabilities (includes VIE liabilities of $330 and $385) 
Separate account liabilities 
TOTAL LIABILITIES 
Commitments and contingencies (Note 11) 
Members' Equity: 
Members' capital 
Accumulated other comprehensive income 
Total Members' Equity 
Noncontrolling interest 
TOTAL EQUITY 
TOTAL LIABiLITIES AND EQUITY 
The abbreviation VIE above means variable interest entity. 
















































Thomas Merck, New York (1) 212-438-2547; thomas_merck@standardandpoors.com 
Mark I Goldberg, New York (11212-438-7779; mark_90Idberg@standardandpoors.com 




Management And Organization 
Loan Administration 
Financial Position 
Related Criteria And Research 
www.standardandpoors.com/ratingsd irect 
ServiceI' Evaluation: Pacific Life Insurance Co. 
The outlook is stable for the primary and special servicing rankings. The company's relatively steady operations and 
procedures and loan management practices support our opinion that the company will likely remain a competent 
commercial mortgage servicer and asset manager. 
The outlook is negative for the master servicing ranking reflecting a lack of any master servicing activity involving 
interactions with a subservicer for nearly a 24-month period. Should this trend continue it may be necessary to bring 
the ranking more inline with those of similarly arranged platforms. 
Pacific Life provides commercial real estate finance and investment expertise to its life insurance, investment, and 
annuities businesses, as well as to its private-party and securitized mortgage loan-servicing clients. As of June 30, 
2011, the company had 77 employees involved in primary, master, and special servicing operations monitoring 
roughly 500 loans in its commercial real estate portfolio with an unpaid principal balance (UPB) of approximately 
$7.8 billion. 
Pacific Life is an active mortgage loan servicer of both CMBS and private investment portfolios. The company began 
servicing for third-party private clients in the 1970s and was an early participant in the CMBS market. 
Table 1 
Total Primary And Master Servicing Portfolio Statistics 
6/30/2011 12/31/2010 12/31/2009 12/31/2008 12/31/2007 
Total master and/or primary servicing 
Tota: volume (mil $1 7)6410 6.5~230 6.87920 6,672.50 5,SS3.5C 
Tota loans (no) 483 468 473 435 44C 
Avg loae size (mil $) 16.1 ,4.1 14.5 15.3 13A 
Master servicing only 
Tota! volume (mil $1 0 0 41.7 47 56.5 
Total loans (no) 0 0 2 4 
loan size (mil $1 0 0 20.9 11 .8 14.1 
Subservicers (nc) 0 0 2 2 
Total master/primary portfolio delinquencies (% of no. of loans) 
31-60 041 0 0 0 0 
6: ·89 days 0 0.43 0 o 
90+ days C 0.43 C c 
Tctall%) 0.41 0.85 0 o 
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Pacific Ufe was founded in 1868 in San Francisco. Its first president was Leland Stanford, who was later a 
California Senator Stanford also founded Stanford University, which was bailed out financially by his widow 
soon after his death. 
Pacific Life survived San Francisco's great earthquake in 1909 when an office manager thought to remove the 
firm's bearer bonds as he left the building. The structure was then leveled by firefighters as a firebreak. A Los 
















Failure to Execute Trades 
Supervise 
8reach of PromisefContract 
Breach of Fiduciary Duty 
N0{{ligence 
that city. 
As did other such firms for tax breaks, Pacific Life became a "mutual" life company, owned by its Shareholders. 
After celebrating its 100th ann iversary, with a keynote sp eech by Governor Ronald Reagan, the company soon 
relocated to Newport Beach. Its seashore image is now built around a rolling humpback whale. In 1997, Pacific 
Life converted back from a mutual to a corporate structure by issuing stock to policyholders. Unlike many other 
life insurance firms which have reverted form the mutual structure, Pacific Life it has not at this time gone public. 
In 1971, Pacific Life launched PIMCO as an inve,,:mecil manaaement subsidiary which offers services to 
employee benefit plans, endowments, and foundations. Through a reverse merger in 1994, PIMCO Advisors 
became a publicly traded company, primarily managing fixed-income securities; currently it is totai of almost 
half-trillion dollars. 
Pacific Life has acquired a number of securities broker-dealer firms, including Florida-based Mutual Service 
Corporation, serviCing over 2,000 registered representatives, Los Angeles-based Associated Securities Corp., 
with 340 representatives and Beverly Hills-based M. L. Stern & Company with 140. It also acquired majority 
interest in United Planners' Financial Services of America, an Arizona-based broker-dealer with 330 
representatives. In 1999, it acquired Tower Asset Management, a fee-based investment advisory firm. Sorrento 
Pacific Financial became yet another piece of the puzzle. 
These, and other securities firm subsidiaries, came to be operated under common management through Pacific 
Select Group LLC, a division of Pacific Life. However, in March 2007, it was announced that rapidly growing LPL 
Financial Services, a nearby La Jolla based firm, was acquiring three of Pacific Life insurance Company's 
broker-dealers--Mutual Serv ice Corporation, Associated Financial Group, and Waterstone Financial Group. 
Collectively, these three broker-dealers have 2,200 financial advisors serving retail clients and $353 million in 
revenues. It was said this would increase LPL to 10,000 b'akers, the company's goal prior to an IPO. 
Shepherd Smith Edwards & Kantas LTD LLP Law Firm 
Our law firm represents institutional and individual investors nationwide with significant losses in their portfolios, 
retirement plans and investment accounts. Our attorneys and staff have more than 100 years of combined 
experience in the securities industry and in securities law. Several of our lawyers served for years as Vice 
President or Compliance Officer of brokerage firms 
Each lawyer and staff member of our firm is devoted to assisting investors to recover losses caused by 
unsuitability, over-concentration, fraud, misrepresentation, self-dealing, unauthorized trades or other wrongful 
acts, whether intentional or neg ligent Each attorney at our firm has experience representing investors in 
securities arbitration claims and/or lawsuits. We have handled more than thousand cases against hundreds of 
large and small brokerage firms, including against life insurance subsidiaries. 
Call us at (800 )259-9010 or through our Website to arrange a free conlidentia! consultation with an 
attorney to discuss your experiences with an investment advisor or financial firm which resulted in losses. 
Additional Information: 
6/J8/2012 I ]:04 AM 
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT 
FOR CALENDAR YEAR 2006 
I. Person Reporting (last name, first, middle initial) 2. Court or Organization 
Tallman, Richard C U.S. Court of Appeals 9ti1 Cir. 
4. Title (Article III judges indicate active or senior status; Sa. Report Type (check appropriate type) 
magistrate judges indicate full- or part-time) 
0 Nominaiion, Date 
Active U.S. Circuit Judge 0 Initial ~ AnnuaJ 
Sb. 0 Amended Report 
D Final 
Reporl Required by the Ethics 
in Governmel1l Ac; 0/1978 
(5 u.S.C app. H 101-111) 
3. Date of Report 
0410612007 




7. Chamhers fir Office Address 8. On the basis of the information contained in this Report and any 
modifications pertaining thereto, it is, in my opinion, in compliance 
1200 Sixth Avenue with applicable laws and regulations. 
Park Place Bldg. 21 Sl FI. 
Seattle, WA 98101-3123 
Reviewing Officer Date 
IMPORTANT NOTES: The ins/rIletions accompanying this form must be followed. Complete all part;·, 
checking the NONE box for each pari where you have na reportable information. Sign on last page. 
I. POSITIONS. (Reporting irulividual only; seepp. 9-13ofillS/ruetlom) 
NONE (No reportable positions.) 
POSITION NAME OF ORGANIZATION/ENTITY 
I. Executive Board Member Chief Seattle Council, Boy Scouts of America 
2. Member Northwestern University School of Low Advisory Board 
3. Board of Directors Federal Judges Association (ended June 2006) 
4. 
5. 
II. A G RE E J.\;IENTS. (Reporting individual ollly; see j1p. j 4- j 6 of In.,·true/inlls.) 
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT 
Page 2 of8 
Name of Person Reporting 
Tallman, Richard C 
III. NON -INVES TMENT IN CO l\1E. (Reporting illdMdlial alld spouse; see pp. 17-24 oj illstruelio"s.) 
A. Filer's Non-Investment Income 
~ NONE (No reportable non-investment income.) 






B. Spouse's No n-I nvestmen t Inco m e - If YOII >vere married during an)' portioo oj the reporting year, compleJe this .<ection. 
(Dollal' arnuunl not requir<:.d except jor honoraria.) 
D NONE (No reportable non-investment income.) 
SOURCE AND TYPE 
I. 2006 City of Seattte Police Department 
2.2006 Washington State Department of Rctircmcnt Systems 
3.2006 Prudential Insurance Company 
4. 
5. 
IV. REIl\1B URSEl\1ENTS - transportation, lodging, Jood, entertainment. 
(Includes those 10 spouse and dependent children. See pp. 25-27 of inSlnJCfion.<;,) 
D NONE (No reportable reimbursements) 
SOURCE DESCRIPTION 
Date of Report 
4/6/2007 
INCOME 
(yours, not spouse's) 
1. Northwestern University School of Law Jan. 26-29, 2006, Chicago, lL Law Review Centennial (Transportation. Lodging, Meals) 
2. Catholic University 
3. Federal Judges Association 
4. University of Idaho College of Law 
April 1,2006 Washington, D.C. Sutherland Cup Final Moot Court (Transportation. 
Lodging, Mcals) 
May 7-9, 2006 Washington, DC Annuall30ard ofDir. Mtg. (Transportation, Lodging, 
Meals) 
Nov. 3-5, 2006 Moscow, ID Moot Court Competition (Transportation, Lodging, Me;:ls) 
FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT 
Page 5 of8 
Name of Person Reporting 
T2l1man, Richard C 
Date of Report 
41612007 
VIr. INVESTl\1ENTS and TRUSTS -income. value, transactions (Inc/uaes IIzose ojlhe.vpollse .nd aepenaenl chiltlren. See pp. 34-60o/ftiinginslrJlCl/'}fJs.j o NONE (No reportable income, assets, or transactions.) 
A. 
Description of Assets 
(including trust assets) 
Place "(X)" after each asset 
exempt from prior disclosure 
c ~ ~ 4( Prudential Retirement Funds: 
~~.~()OO 
C BJ -A- PIMCO Total Return IA; Fund 'lJ..ffO//)I?7J - Iff", UJ:7J 
13. - Dodge & Cox Stock Fund 
, 
14 . - Hotchkis & Wiley Small- Cap Value Fund 
i 
5. - Eura Pacific Growth Fund 






Seattle City Credit Union, checking and 
saYings accounts 
--






Vanguard Group Funds: 
10. - Vanguard 500 Index 
II. - Vanguard Explorer 
12. - Vanguard Social Index 
13. - Vanguard GNMA 
14. - Vanguard High-Yield Corporate 
15. - Vanguard Intemational Growth 
i 
16. - Vanguard Total Bond Market Index 
17. Aetna Universal Life Ins (See Note, Part 
L 
(Sce Colurnns B J and D4) f ~$50.001 . $100.000 
2. Value Codes J ~$IS.OOO 0;- jess 
(See Columns C! and D3) N "S250.001 ·5500.000 
J. Value McthDd Codc~ P} 'S25.000.0{)j . S5O.000,00O 
{Sec Column e2} Q ""Appnlis!ll 
U -=--Boo}: V"i:.tc 
.......... 
B. C. D. 
Income during Gross value at end of Transnclions during reporting period 
reporting period reporting period , ... 
(1) (2) (I) (2) (I) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Type (e.g. Value Value Type (e.g. Date Value Gain Identity of 
Code I div., rent, . Code 2 Method buy, sell, Month - Code 2 Code I buyer/seller 
(A-H) or inL) (l·P) Cede 3 redemption) Day (J-P) (A-H) (if private 
(Q-W) transaction) 






A Interest J T I 
A Interest J T i I 
A Interest K T 
None 0 T 
! 











None J V I 
-
G ~$lOO.OOI ·51.000.000 HI =$1.000,OOi ·5.5,000,000 112 '="!vlurc IlIu!1 $5.000,008 
K "515.001· l5C.OOO L ""'S50.001 ~ S!OO.OGO M "S100.00 1 _ 5250.000 
o ~S500.001 • $1,000,000 PI =5.1.000.00) • S,5,OOO.Ono f'2 =SS,OOO.OOl • S25.000,OOO 
R ""'COS! (RC<ll ESlate Only) P4 ""·More 111<::; $50,000,00:) T ""Cush Markel 




• • t' 
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FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE REPORT 
Page 8 of 8 
Name of Person Reporting Dnte of Heporl 
Tallman, Richard C 4/6/2007 
IX. CERTIFICATION. 
I certify that all information given above (including information pertaining to my spouse and minor or dependent children, if any) is 
accurate, true, and complete to the best of my knowledge and belief, and that any information not repoded was withheld because it met applicable sta tutory 
provisions permitting non-disclosure. 
I further certify that earned income from outside employment and honoraria and the acceptance of gifts which have been reported arc in 
compliance with tbe provisions of5 U.S.C. app. § 501 et. seq., 5 U.S.c. § 7353, nnd Judicial Conference regulations. 
NOTE: ANY rNDIVIDUAL WHO KNOWINGL AND 
AND CRIMINAL SANCTIONS (5 U.S.C. app. § 104) 
~_Date_4~/ __ G 1,------0-=--1 _ 
OR FAfLS TO FILE THIS REPORT MAY BE SUBJECT TO CIV[L 
FlLING INSTRUCTIONS 
Mail signed original and 3 additional copies to: 
Committee on Financial Disclosure 
Administrative Officc of the United States Courts 
Suite 2-301 
One Columbus Circle, N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 20544 
48 
Cameron S. Burke, Court Executive 
Hol1i Lundahl 
PO Box 168 
Malad, ID 83252 
Dear Ms. Lundahl, 
United States Courts 
u.s. Federal Bldg. & Courthouse 
550 Vv'. Fort St. Box 039 
Boise, ID 83724 
PH: (208) 334-1361 
FAX: (208) 334-9362 
July 10,.,2006 
Find attached an order the judge signed on JUly 7, 2006 directing you to pay a fine to 
the court in the amount of $500. You have 30 days in which to pay this fine. Failure 
to do so \vill result in dismissal of this case with prejudice and your possible arrest. 
Sincerely, 
Cameron S. Burke 




United States District Court 
______ For The District of Utah, Central Division 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. Case Nos. 06-CR-00693 WFD & 
07 -CR-00272 WFD 
HOlL! lUNDAHL, 
Defendant. 
ORDER DISMISSING CHARGES WITHOUT PREJUDICE AND ORDERING THE 
IMMEDIATE RELEASE OF THE DEFENDANT 
This matter comes before the Court on the Government's Motions to Dismiss 
filed in each of the captioned cases. Having considered the motions, and having heard 
argument on the matter, the Court FINDS and ORDERS: 
The Government's motions to dismiss are GRANTED; the charges against Ms. 
lundahl are hereby DISMISSED without prejudice. The Government is instructed to 
immediately release Ms. lundahl from custody and provide her with access to any 
property which may have been seized pursuant to her federal indictments. 
The Court further orders that Ms. lundahl's counsel, Mary Corporon, shall take 
all reasonable steps to notify Ms. lundahl's family members of her release. Ms. 
Corporon shall remain appointed as counsel pending Ms. lundahl's successful release 
from custody and return of property seized pursuant to her federal indictments. Ms. 
Corporon shall move this Court to be dismissed from her obligation at such time as her 
appointment is no longer necessary. 
It is so ORDERED. 
DATED this 21st day of January, 2009. 
-2-
Honorable William F. Downes 
Chief United States District Judge 
Sitting by Special Designation 
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4TH DISTRICT COURT - PROVO 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
HOLLI LUNDAHL vs. CNA INSURANCE 
CASE NUMBER 990402021 Personal Injury 
CURRENT ASSIGNED JUDGE 
FRED D HOWARD 
Division 5 
PARTIES 
Plaintiff HOLLI LUNDAHL 
Plaintiff 
Plaintiff K TELFORD 
Plaintiff - M S CHRISTONSON 
Plaintiff KAS S I LillJDAHL 
Plaintiff - MERRIE LING 
Plaintiff - C PONTIOUS 
Defendant - FOUR D PLUMBING & BUILDERS 
Represented : MILTON T HARMON 
Defendant - GTE 
Represented by: GARY A DODGE 
Represented by: TIMOTHY B SMITH 
Defendant - LOES CORPORATION 
Defendant - DOES 1-100 
Defendant - CNA INSURANCE 
Represented by: STEPHEN J TRAYNER 
Represented by: STEVEN T DENSLEY 
Defendant - AETNA INSUPiliNCE 
Defendant GENERAL ELECTRIC 
Defendant - LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANC 
Defendant - FIREMANS FUND INS 
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CASE NUMBER 990402021 Personal Injury 
Defendant - PACIFIC LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY 
Defendant PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE 
Defendant - SAFE CO INSURANCE 
Defendant - TRP,VELERS INS 
Represented by: MICHAEL P ZACCHEO 
Defendant - ELI LILLY 
Defendant - EMPIRE OF AMERICA REALTY CRDT 
Represented by: NELSON T ABBOTT 
Defendant - SOURCE ONE MORTGAGE CORP 
Represented by: SCOTT H CLARK 
Represented by: NANCY RAMIREZ 
Also Known As - CONTINENTAL INSURANCE COMPANY 
ACCOUNT SUMMARY 








TRUST TOTALS Trust Due: 
Amount Paid: 
Credit: 
Trust Balance Due: 
Balance Payable: 






















REVENUE DETAIL - TYPE: CERTIFICATION 
Amount Due: 78.00 
Amount Paid: 78.00 
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Kent A. Higgins USB# 03720 
MERRILL & MERRILL, CHARTERED 
109 North Arthur - 5th Floor 
P.O. Box 991 
Pocatello, ID 83204-0991 
(208) 232-2286 
(208) 232-2499 Telefax 
Attorneys for Defendants Ladd & Barry Brown 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT COURT 
FOR UTAH COlJNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
First American Title Insurance Agency of 
Utah, LLC, a Delaware Limited Liability 
Company, authorized to do business within 
the State of Utah, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 





) Case No. 06-02-1791 
) 











On June 27, 2008, this matter came for hearing on Defendants' Ladd and Barry Brown's 
Motion for Summary Judgment before the Fourth District Court-Orem, Utah County, State of Utah, 
the Honorable John C. Backlund presiding. Present for Plaintiff, First American Title was Craig W. 
Christensen; pre~ent for Defendants Ladd Brown and Barry Brown, was Kent A. Higgins; Defendant 
H.L .. Telford alkJa H. Telford, alkJa Holly Telford did not appear but provided the court with a 
\vritten response to the pending Motion for Summary Judgment. 
Having considered the pleadings, the Briefin Support of the Motion for Summary Judgment, 
Ms. Telford's response, and the comments of counsel, the court makes the following Findings of 
Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order. 
Order Granting Summary Judgment 
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - Interpleader\Order Granting Summary Judgment.wpd Page J 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1) On August 1, 2006, First American Title Insurance filed an interpleader action 
interpleading $9,434.00 as a balance in an escrow account held by First American Title Insurance. 
2) The interpled funds of First American Title Insurance are the contents of an escrow 
account opened on or about July 12, 2005, and constitute earnest money for a real estate purchase 
. contract executed between Holly Telford as purchaser and Barry and Ladd Brown as seller. 
3) Ms. Telford contacted Jeffrey Barnes of First American Title Company in Orem, 
'Utah, to set up an escrow in Orem. Ms. Telford delivered $15,000.00 to Jeffrey Barnes in the form. 
ofa check 
4) Ms. Telford and Defendants Ladd and Barry Brown met with Jeffrey Barnes at his 
Orem, Utah office of First American Title to complete the escrow. 
5) Subsequent to opening the escrow, a dispute erupted between Ms. Telford and the 
Browns over the real estate transaction, and Ms. Telford filed an action in the United States District 
Court for the District ofIdaho, Case No. 4:05-CV-00460. 
6) On April 7,2006, the United States District Court entered an Order dismissing Ms. 
Telford's Complaint 
7) On May 11, 2006, the United States District Court entered Judgment in favor of 
Defendants Ladd and Barry Brovro. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Ms. Telford's response filed on June 26,2008, to the Browns' Motion for Summary 
Judgment, fails to raise any issues of fact that would preclude this court from granting Summary 
Judgment. 
2. This court has jurisdiction over the interpled funds. The interpled funds are escrow 
funds for the purchase and sale of real estate in Utah County, and were deposited by the parties with 
First American Title in Orem, Utah. 
3. This court has personal jurisdiction over Ms. Telford. Paragraphs 4 and 5 of her 
"Special Appearance" admit she arranged the escrow agreement with Jeffrey Barnes of First 
American Title in Orem, Utah, she agreed to complete the escrow in Orem, Utah, and Ms. Telford 
tendered the funds to First American Title's Orem Office in Utah County, Utah. These actions by 
Ms. Telford are sufficient to give this court personal jurisdiction over Ms. Telford. 
Order Granting Summary Judgment 
O:\63\6398\PJeadings - InterpJeader\Order Granting Sununary Judgment.wpd Page 2 
5. Ms. Telford's pleadings in this action have not asserted a claim to the funds, but have 
presented only defenses to the claims ofLadd Brown and Barry Brown to those funds. Ms. Telford 
has contested the in personam jurisdiction of this court and she has challenged efficacy of the 
decisions reached by the United States Court for the District ofIdaho. By failing to present her own 
claims, she has waived any claims she may have asserted. 
6. The deCision of the United States District Court for the District of Idaho in H. 
Telford v. Ladd Brown, et al, Case No. 4:05-CV-00460 is res judicata of Ms. Telford's pleadings 
in this matter. Paragraphs 14, 18, 21, 22 and 23 of her "Special Appearance" admit that her 
allegations and defenSes in this case are the same as those she asserted in the Federal District Court 
ofIdaho. The Orders rendered in the federal case found her position meritless and entered Judgment 
in favor of the Browns. Those orders provided a finality of Judgment that precludes, by res judicata, 
the re-litigation of the same issues here. The Judgment of the United States District Court for the 
State ofIdaho, is entitled to the presumption of accuracy. 
ORDER 
NOW THEREFORE IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Defendants Ladd Brown and Barry 
Brown's Motion for Summary Judgment is granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the interpled funds of $9,434.00 be awarded to Ladd 
Brown and Barry Brown, c/o the office of Merrill & Merrill, Chartered, P.O. Box 991, Pocatello, 
Idaho 83404-0991. 
IT IS FINALLY ORDERED that Plaintiff First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, 
LLC, and its associated legal entities are fully discharged and released from any and all liability or 
claims ofDefendantsH.J. Telford a/kJa, ·.H. Telford, a/kJa ~fi~~~l-ad 
Brown arising out of or pertaining to said purchase an.QQ'SiIJ.e.pv 
. associated therewith <[y!4L 
DATED this L day of July, 2008. 
Order Granting Summary Judgment 
John C. 
District 
O:\63\6398\Pleadings - InterpJeader\Order Granting Sununary Judgment.wpd 
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tTICLES OF MERGER 
OF 
rtK;:o, 1 1\JVmtuLA1' !l fLE INSURANCE AGENCY OF UTAH, INC 
a Utah Corporation \L.iLc :)-7Ct l -CVf~ 
AND 
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE AGENCY, LLC 
a Delaware Limited Liability Company lc c:j 5) j l i -0 1 {.e I s 
We, the undersigned, being the President and Secretary, respectively, of First American Title 
Insurance Agency of Utah, Inc., a Utah corporation, and the Manager, of First American Title 
Insurance Agency, LLC ,a Delaware limited liability company, do hereby certify as follows: 
J. The constituent business entities to be merged are First American Title Insurance 
Agency of Utah, Inc., a Utah corporation ("Utah"), and First American Title 
Insurance Agency, LLC , a Delaware limited liability company ("First American"). 
2. First American and Utah have duly authorized and approved on October 15, 2006, an 
Agreement and Plan of Merger (the "Merger Agreement") pursuant to which the 
surviving business entity is First American. 
3. 
(a) First American agrees that it may be served with process in this state in an 
action, suit or proceeding for the enforcement of any obligation of Utab and for the 
enforcement of any obligation of First American arising from the merger. 
(b) First American irrevocably appoints the commission as its agent to accept 
service of process in the action, suit or proceeding described in subdivision (a), and the 
address to which the commission shall mail a copy of the process shaH be: 
Blake T. Heiner 
560 South 300 East 
Salt Lake City, UT 84 J 1 1 
4. A copy of the Merger Agreement is attached hereto and incorporated herein by this 
reference. 
5. A copy of the Merger Agreement \\'ill be furnished by First America.'1, on request and 
without cost, to any member of First American or shareholder of Utah. 
T ',vVp-.,RKS'Chen:s\Firs! A:n~rican\U!ah\artlcles of merger2 ,doc 
Page I of 3 
6. The effective date of the merger pursuant to the Merger Agreement shall be 
December 30, 2006. 
7. This document may be executed in one or more counterparts, each of which will be 
deemed to be an original copy and all of which, when taken together, will be deemed 
to constitute one and the same agreement. 
8. The Articles of Organization of First American shall be the Articles of the Surviving 
Entity from and after the Effective Date, subject to the right of the Surviving Entity to 
amend its Articles in accordance with the laws of the State of Delaware. 
[REMAINDER OF THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANKJ 
. '1 ~ ',\: 
i.·i~)~., ,~. " C':>if.Tler,::a! Cc._ 
: ""'::"} ;:,,,;,U;!C t.'j':" Yr)\:lfE-Qo;ng hqileen f;;" 
Gild 2.pproveo en iniS ... :Y.,.) __ day of 4. 20W 
'n thiS office of elis division and hereby issue 
t 's C':r1lf: 3te of thereof \ 
/ ':JiZ,L. D2.1ekll,?tVOp ) 
T:'.\vP\RKS\( 'hcms\F lrS\ Amencan\l)tan\artlcies of mcrger2.doc 
Page 2 of 3 
Dille: 1;?/()1t.WD6 
Receipt Number: 1954.213 
.Amount Palet $351.00 
IN 'VIT~'ESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Agreement pursuant to the approval and 
authority duly given by resolutions adopted by their respective shareholders, directors, Members or 
Managers have caused these presents to be executed by the authorized person of each party hereto 
as the respective act, deed and agreement of each of said entities effective December 30, 2006. 
"First American" 
First American Title Insurance Agency, LLC, 




First American Title Insurance Agency of Utah, Inc., 
a Utah Corporation 
~ <) BY:~40 '~d~ 
Mark S. Webber, President 
1 
;;~~ 
Blake T. Heiner, Secretary 
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The doctor shall record date and tlme lor each set of orders. 
~~uthOriZatlon Is given for administering by non-proprietary name unless checked 'opposite drug in column Indicated by arro\\'. 
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PROPERTY INFORMATION 
Serial Number: 35:522:0002 Serial Life: 2007 .. 
Property Address: 288 S 1200 WEST - OR EM 
Mailing Address: PO BOX 2416 OREM, UT 84059-2416 
Acreage: 0.341 
Last Document: ':'''''''~'2! .. '~'''-''''' 












Comments or Concerns on ValuelAppraisal 
Documents/OwnerlParcel information - ;";"~''''''''''''''.~.;.';.;;.;.''.'' ... 
This page was created on 6127/2012 11 :54:30 PM 
Location Photos 
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First American Investfllent, LLC 
Leading Commercial Specialist 
e" e 
3200 Lakeaide ViUage Drive, '201 • Praaltt. Ariuu1& 8630J 
928-541-)557. Fa 9l8-541-1S61 
First American 
~::~~~TiZ~m!i1 lnvestment, LLC 
~~~~~~~~~~~~;hasbeenSeNing ~ clients in the 
~~;J~~lWMI~~Ip;~"~ Commercial Real 
Estate and Land 
Development 





Some of the national and state retail clients that First American 
Investment, LLC has worked with include: 
Big 5 Smith's Food & Drug US Postal Service 
Fashion Bug (Kroger) H&R Block 
McDonald's K-Mart First Arizona Savings 
Corporation In-n-Out Burger Mohave Credit Union 
Rebel Oil Chase Rent-A-Center 
Safeway, Inc. The Macerich Company Check 'n' Go 
Chicago Title ManPower National Bank of 
Wells Fargo Compass Bank Arizona 
Bank of America First American Title Panda Express 
Sonic Burger Deloitte & Touche Domino's 
ARCOAM/PM Checker Auto Parts Subway 
Pizza Hut Del Taco Taco Bell 
Desert Hills Bank Mohave State Bank Arizona Credit Union 
We are constantly updating our list of properties. Please call us to see 
what is currently available. 
© 2008 First American Investment 
EQUAL HOUSING 
OPPORTUNITY 
i' /' f"" It 
,. ::;;:J 
6117 /20 12 6:27 PM 
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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho 
IN RE: IDAHO COURT ) 
ADMINISTRATIVE RULE (LC.A.R.) 59 ) 
) 
ORDER ADOPTING RULE 
The Court having reviewed a recommendation from the Administrative Conference to 
adopt Idaho Court Administrative Rule 59 addressing vexatious litigation, to read as follows, and 
the Court being fully informed; 
NOW, THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the Idaho Court Administrative 
Rule 59 be, and is hereby, adopted as follows: 
Rule 59. Vexatious Litigation. 
(a) The Court finds that the actions of persons who habitually, persistently, and 
without reasonable grounds engage in conduct that: 
(1) serves merely to harass or maliciously injure another party in 
a civil action; 
(2) is not warranted under existing law and cannot be supported by a 
good faith argument for an extension, modification, or reversal or existing law; or 
(3) is imposed solely for delay,hinder the effective administration of 
justice, impose an unacceptable burden on judicial personnel and resources, and 
impede the normal and essential functioning of the judicial process. Therefore, to 
allow courts to address this impediment to the proper functioning of the courts 
while protecting the constitutional right of all individuals to access to the courts, 
the Court adopts the procedures set forth in this rule. 
(b) "Litigation," as used in this rule, means any civil action or proceeding, and 
includes any appeal from an administrative agency, any appeal from the small 
claims department of the magistrate division, any appeal from the magistrate 
division to the district court, and any appeal to the Supreme Court. 
(c) An administrative judge may enter a prefiling order prohibiting a vexatious 
litigant from filing any new litigation in the courts of this state pro se without first 
obtaining leave of a judge of the court where the litigation is proposed to be filed. 
A district judge or magistrate judge may, on the judge's own motion or the 
motion of any party, refer the consideration of whether to enter such an order to 
the administrative judge. The administrative judge may also consider whether to 
enter such a prefiling order on his or her own motion or the motion of a party if 
the litigant with respect to whom the prefiIing order is to be considered is a party 
to an action before the administrative judge. 
1 
(d) An administrative judge may find a person to be a vexatious litigant based 
on a finding that a person has done any of the following: 
(1) In the immediately preceding seven-year period the person has 
commenced, prosecuted or maintained pro se at least three litigations, other than 
in the small claims department of the magistrate division, that have been finally 
determined adversely to that person. 
(2) After a litigation has been finally determined against the person, the 
person has repeatedly relitigated or attempted to relitigate, pro se, either (A) the 
validity of the determination against the same defendant or defendants as to whom 
the litigation was finally determined or (B) the cause of action, claim, 
controversy, or any of the issues of fact or law, determined or concluded by the 
final determination against the same defendant or defendants as to whom the 
litigation was finally determined. 
(3) In any litigation while acting pro se, repeatedly files unmeritorious 
motions, pleadings, or other papers, conducts unnecessary discovery, or engages 
in other tactics that are frivolous or solely intended to cause unnecessary delay. 
(4) Has previously been declared to be a vexatious litigant by any state or 
federal court of record in any action or proceeding. 
(e) If the administrative district judge finds that there is a basis to conclude that 
a person is a vexatious litigant and that a prefiling order should be issued, the 
administrative district judge shall issue a proposed prefiling order along with the 
proposed findings supporting the issuance of the prefiling order. The person who 
would be designated as a vexatious litigant in the proposed order shall then have 
fourteen (14) days to file a written response to the proposed order and findings. If 
a response is filed, the administrative district judge may, in his or her discretion, 
grant a hearing on the proposed order. If no response is filed within fourteen (14) 
days, or if the administrative district judge concludes following a response and 
any subsequent hearing that there is a basis for issuing the order, the 
administrative district judge may issue the prefiling order. 
(f) A prefiling order entered by an administrative district judge designating a 
person as a vexatious litigant may be appealed to the Supreme Court by such 
person as a matter of right. 
(g) The Supreme Court may, on the Court's own motion or the motion of any 
party to an appeal, enter a prefiling order prohibiting a vexatious litigant from 
filing any new litigation in the courts of this state pro se without first obtaining 
leave of a judge of the court where the litigation is proposed to be filed. If the 
Supreme Court finds that there is a basis to conclude that a person is a vexatious 
litigant and that a prefiling order should be issued, the Court shall issue a 
proposed prefiling order along with the proposed findings supporting the issuance 
of the prefiling order. The person who would be designated as a vexatious litigant 
in the proposed order shall then have fourteen (14) days to file a written response 
to the proposed order and findings. If no response is filed within fourteen (14) 
days, or if the Supreme Court concludes following a response and any subsequent 






(h) Disobedience of a prefiling order entered pursuant to this rule may be 
punished as a contempt of court. 
(i) A presiding judge shall permit the filing of new litigation by a vexatious 
litigant subject to a prefiling order only if it appears that the litigation has merit 
and has not been filed for the purpose of harassment or delay. 
(j) If a vexatious litigant subject to a prefiling order files any litigation without 
first obtaining the required leave of a judge to file the litigation, the court may 
dismiss the action. In addition, any party named in the litigation may file a notice 
stating that the plaintiff is a vexatious litigant subject to a prefiling order. The 
filing of such notice shall stay the litigation. The litigation shall be dismissed by 
the court unless the plaintiff, within fourteen (14) days of the filing of the notice, 
obtains an order from the presiding judge permitting the litigation to proceed. If 
the presiding judge issues an order permitting the litigation to proceed, the time 
for the defendants to answer or respond to the litigation will begin to run when the 
defendants are served with the order of the presiding judge. 
(k) The clerk of the court shall provide a copy of any prefiling order issued 
pursuant to this rule to the Administrative Director of the Courts, who shall 
maintain a list of vexatious litigants subject to prefiling orders. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that this order shall be effective on the 1st day of July, 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED, that the Clerk of the Court shall cause notice of this Order 
to be published in one issue of The Advo~ate. 
DATED this ~day of A f> t-- \ ,2011. 
ATTEST: g/tpNr1 (tt~ 
Clerk . 
I, Stephen W. Kenyon. Clerk of the Supreme Court 
of the Slate of Idaho, do hereby certify that the 
above is a true and correct copy of the Qycl:eK 
entered in the above entitled cause and now on 
record in my office. , 
WITNESS my hand and the Seal of this Court..:t.ll 5\ \ \ 
By Order of the Supreme Court 
+-~--==='-';:::el"""T.-=Ei-sm-ann~·~~-tV-~:-=:E=----===--_'/ 
Chief Justice 

